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Abstract

Fundamental data analytics tasks are often simple – many useful and actionable in-

sights can be garnered by simply filtering, grouping, and summarizing data. How-

ever the sheer volume of data to be analyzed, demands of a multi-user operating

environment, and limitations of general purpose processors make it challenging to

perform these operations efficiently at scale. This thesis presents two techniques

that address these challenges to improve the response time of data analytics tasks:

(1) Newly emerging programmable network processors can perform data analytics

tasks at terabits per second. However, existing data analytics systems, like Apache

Spark, cannot readily use network processors because network processors are very

limited and cannot execute the tasks generated by existing analytics systems. Us-

ing network processors for analytics requires re-designing how existing systems

compile and execute data processing tasks. This thesis introduces Jumpgate, a

system that enables existing data processing systems to execute relational queries

using network processors. Jumpgate compiles client requests to a novel execution

model that coordinates execution on heterogeneous network processors. Jumpgate

can already improve performance by 1.12-3× on industry standard benchmarks,

and paves the way for adopting network processors for data analytics tasks. (2)

Analytics systems often process similar queries, either submitted by the same or

different users. Cross program memoization (CPM) is a technique to re-use re-

sults of prior computations across programs and users. However, CPM is often not

enabled because prior implementations have high overhead and are unable to re-

use the output of user-defined functions (UDFs). This thesis presents KeyChain,

a CPM implementation that identifies equivalent UDFs and has low overhead so

CPM can be always be enabled.
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Lay Summary

This thesis presents two systems that improve the performance of data analytics,

which translates into faster answers and cost savings for users. (1) New processing

accelerators are being developed that surpass the speed of general purpose pro-

cessors. However, these accelerators achieve greater processing speed by being

fundamentally limited. Existing data analytics systems could benefit from these

accelerators, but were built with commodity processors in mind, and cannot adapt

to the limitations of these accelerators. This thesis redesigns how analytics tasks

are run, and proposes Jumpgate, a system that can run analytics tasks on emerg-

ing accelerators and makes it easy for existing analytics systems to use them. (2)

KeyChain enables analytics systems to re-use data from prior computations and im-

prove response time for users. While re-using results is not new, KeyChain enables

more data re-use by quickly identifying data and is able to find more equivalent

results.
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Preface

Chapter 2 has been published in HotCloud 2019 (C. Mustard, F. Ruffy, A. Gakhokidze,

I. Beschastnikh, and A. Fedorova. Jumpgate: In-network processing as a service

for data analytics. In 11th USENIX Workshop on Hot Topics in Cloud Computing

(HotCloud 19), Renton, WA, 2019. USENIX Association). Chapter 3 is under sub-

mission. In these projects, I was the lead investigator, responsible for initiating and

leading the research direction, as well the system design, implementation, experi-

ments, and the bulk of the writing of the submitted work. However, Jumpgate was

a group effort, and other authors contributed writing and implementations used by

the system. Alexandra Fedorova and Ivan Beschastnikh were supervisory authors

and contributed valuable guidance, editing, and writing. Fabian Ruffy contributed

writing to Chapter 2 and to the implementation of Jumpgate’s networking. Anny

Gakhokidze contributed the performance estimations in Chapter 2. Swati Goswami

contributed the implementation of the P4 aggregation as well as writing to Chap-

ter 3. Niloo Gharavi and Joel Ahn contributed to the implementation of Jumpgate’s

JSON and ORC parsers, respectively.

A version of Chapter 4 (KeyChain) has been published in IEEE BigData 2019

and received an award for Best Paper (C. Mustard and A. Fedorova. Practical cross

program memoization with keychain. In 2018 IEEE International Conference on

Big Data (Big Data), pages 262–271, 2018). Unless otherwise specified, all writ-

ing, experiments, and code discussed was written by me.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Large scale data analysis plays many important roles in society. Data analyt-

ics helps humans to understand the course of diseases, social and economic be-

haviours, climate change and environmental issues, and much more. However,

large scale data analytics are expensive, in terms of both operational costs and

people-hours spent waiting for results or acting on stale results. So, it is important

to enable cheaper and more timely analysis. Both costs can be reduced by improv-

ing the performance of data analytics systems: faster systems reduce waiting time

and the system costs less to operate per-query.

I chose to work on this problem because data analytics is impactful and improv-

ing performance requires solving interesting and novel computer systems prob-

lems. This thesis presents two approaches to improving data analytics perfor-

mance: One looks towards the future of analytics, and one re-uses results of past

queries. Both leverage compilers and compilation techniques.

The Future – The future of many computer systems is specialized hardware.

General purpose processors have fundamental performance limitations due to their

generality. So, system designers are turning to domain-specific architectures to

continue scaling performance [45, 72]. Instead of aiming to support all processing

tasks, domain-specific architectures are specialized for better performance on cer-

tain tasks. Data center operators can help users improve performance over general

purpose processors for many use-cases by making several different heterogeneous

architectures available for use.
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Some promising domain-specific architectures are what we call network con-

nected accelerators (NCAs), which include in-network processors. NCAs are

attractive because they can communicate with other networked systems, can be

scaled independently, and can be allocated on-demand so that many systems can

share a few accelerators. Prior work showed that in-network processors can accel-

erate analytics tasks by 2-10×. However, these accelerators are not yet integrated

into data analytics systems because NCAs can be very limited and existing ana-

lytics systems are designed to target general purpose processors. To allow NCAs

to work together and with client systems, we need a new execution paradigm that

targets them. At the same time, because no data analytics systems currently sup-

port NCAs, there is little established ground-work to allow for investigation into

the myriad opportunities and challenges of NCAs. Chapter 2 explores the promise

and challenges of using NCAs for data analytics in detail and proposes a vision of

providing NCAs as a service to analytics clients.

Chapter 3 presents Jumpgate, a system that enables existing systems to use

NCAs to execute data analytics tasks. Jumpgate decouples the client analytics sys-

tem from the specific NCAs in use, so that client systems are not burdened to inte-

grate every new NCA. Jumpgate makes several fundamental contributions to using

NCAs that provide a foundation for future work. First, I show that existing systems

can easily use NCAs by exporting a program representation that they already use.

Second, I design a novel task execution and communication paradigm that enables

NCAs to work together within the constraints of the most restricted NCAs we are

currently aware of. Finally, I design two hardware agnostic interfaces that enables

existing NCAs to be easily added to Jumpgate in a few hundred lines of code.

Jumpgate’s fundamental contributions open up opportunities for further re-

search, and the Jumpgate prototype is an artifact that can be built on by others.

Since Jumpgate enables existing systems to use NCAs and NCAs to work together,

new questions can be addressed, such as: the best NCA designs for analytics or the

best way to allocate and schedule NCAs with respect to network topology. Before

Jumpgate, there would have been no reason or ability to investigate such ques-

tions because the groundwork for how analytics systems would use NCAs was not

established. We explore potential future work in §3.7.

The Past – Many analytics systems can re-use intermediate and final results

2



from prior queries to answer new queries quickly. Such systems maintain a cache

of results from previously executed queries. Existing systems like Apache Spark

have a separate cache for each user session. But, there are also opportunities to

re-use results between users and programs. However, finding out whether or not

a particular past result exists can be an expensive operation, especially if the ana-

lytics system needs to analyze any user-provided code across multiple users. This

cache lookup overhead can be successfully amortized when data re-use is guaran-

teed, but the potential for data re-use varies across deployments and user-bases,

making it difficult to predict in advance. Since data re-use between queries cannot

be predicted before queries are submitted, data analytics systems need low over-

head techniques to identify prior results that can work across query, program, and

user boundaries to extract the most benefit.

Chapter 4 presents KeyChain, a low-overhead technique to compute lookup

keys from data analytics programs that can be used to index into a cache. Key-

Chain’s fundamental contributions are providing a general technique that can be

used in many analytics systems to identify data to be re-used. KeyChain exam-

ines how existing compilers can be used to help identify equivalent, but syntacti-

cally programs, and contributes a benchmark to examine how well this can work

in practice.

Compilation-assisted Techniques – A unifying theme of both Jumpgate and

KeyChain is the application of compilers and compilation techniques to solve sys-

tems challenges. My work views compilation as a broad technique that progres-

sively takes a domain-specific program, applies domain-specific optimizations or

transformations, and re-maps the program to a lower level domain, where further

optimization and mapping is performed until machine code can be emitted. Such

compilation techniques can be a powerful tool to solve many integration and per-

formance challenges encountered when building systems. Chapter 5 elaborates on

this viewpoint.

Jumpgate uses compilation techniques to map client requests to implementa-

tions of analytics operators written for NCAs. Jumpgate applies code generation

to specialize these implementations for specific queries. The generated code relies

on the strong optimization capabilities of native compilers such as GCC [2] and

LLVM [106]. Jumpgate’s analytics operations can outperform JVM-based systems

3



by more than a factor of 2× thanks to this compilation approach.

KeyChain relies on the semantics of analytics programs to identify memoiza-

tion opportunities and re-write programs to exploit them. KeyChain shows how it

is possible to exploit the internal canonicalization passes [61, 119] of optimizing

compilers to quickly detect equivalent but syntactically different programs in un-

der 350ms. When integrated into Apache Spark, KeyChain can look up data in the

cache with negligible overheads on-par with the inherent variaton in execution time

of Apache Spark. When cached data is found, KeyChain can speed up execution

by 2× - 281×, depending on how data is read from the cache.

The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 describes the chal-

lenges and opportunities of network connected accelerators. Chapter 3 describes

the design and evaluation of Jumpgate. Chapter 4 describes the design and eval-

uation of KeyChain. Chapter 5 situates both works in the compilation space and

presents overall lessons I learned from designing compilation-assisted techniques.
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Chapter 2

Promises and Challenges of
Network Connected Acceleration

In-network processing, where data is processed by special-purpose devices as it

passes over the network, is showing great promise at improving application per-

formance, in particular for data analytics tasks. However, analytics and in-network

processing are not yet integrated and widely deployed. This chapter presents a vi-

sion for providing in-network processing as a service to data analytics frameworks,

and outlines benefits, remaining challenges, and the early research directions to-

wards realizing this vision.

This chapter was accepted for publication at the USENIX Workshop

on Hot Topics in Cloud Computing (HotCloud 19) [135].

2.1 Introduction
In-network compute capability is growing. Figure 2.1 illustrates the network-

attached compute resources that are (or are becoming) available in modern data

centers. New programmable hardware includes packet processors that can effi-

ciently process packets using specialized hardware designs, such as SmartNICs [59,

173], programmable switches [37], and NPUs [39, 139, 184]. In parallel, soft-

ware data paths are becoming increasingly programmable via tools like the Data

Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [50] or the eXpress Data Path (XDP) [74], while
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Figure 2.1: Opportunities for in-network processing in the data center.
Darker boxes show new programmable opportunities for processing.
The solid arrow shows the path that data takes from storage to compute
nodes.

network function virtualization platforms are being optimized for flexible high-

performance packet processing [145, 149, 194].

Programmable network processors can improve application performance. Prior

work has shown the benefits of taking advantage of compute that is conveniently

located along the data-path [66, 85, 86, 111, 113, 114, 123, 124, 166]. However,

existing systems that have used in-network processing have been application spe-

cific [111, 113, 114, 124] or have only been feasible in the research lab. Often, they

require invasive changes to infrastructure or the use of unreliable network proto-

cols [66, 111, 124]. How can we deploy in-network processing in real settings?

Our vision: We propose In-Network Processing as a Service (NPaaS)1. End-users

continue to write high level programs (e.g., SQL) and use existing data processing

frameworks such as Apache Spark [27], but the framework would use NPaaS to

offload operations to processing elements along (or near) the data path. A common

scenario might be NPaaS initiating the read from storage, pre-processing the data,

1We pronounce it similar to ‘impasse’.
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and directing the processed data to compute nodes of the framework. NPaaS could

be operated by cloud providers or as a user-run service that requests lower level

resources from the provider. Realizing this vision will require designing solutions

to challenges presented by this new type of computing, including changes to the

existing system stack (§2.2). To drive research into NPaaS, we are developing a

prototype called Jumpgate (§2.3).

2.1.1 Motivation

Why should data analytics adopt in-network processing?

Data analytics need to leverage new high performance hardware. Data analyt-

ics is an expensive but common task. Substantial effort has been spent to accelerate

query workflows with high performance devices. We view network processors as

another heterogeneous processing device to be adopted in order to improve per-

formance. Just as data analytics systems have integrated GPUs [162], TPUs [9],

DPUs [12], and FPGAs [94], they should also coordinate with in-network proces-

sors. Since many analytics tasks can be CPU-bound [143], offloading operations to

network devices helps to alleviate valuable CPU resources [59] while decreasing

workload execution time for the end user. Prior work and our estimates show that

in-network processing can accelerate data analytics tasks by orders of magnitude,

detailed in §2.1.2.

We believe that network processing devices, special-purpose and resource con-

strained as they may be, can act as specialized compute stages as part of data ana-

lytics pipelines. For example, Reconfigurable Match Table (RMT) switches [37],

programmed in P4 [38], present a very challenging and restrictive programming en-

vironment. In spite of this, prior work has used programmable switches to perform

join-and-group-by operations [111], aggregations [166], build replicated key-value

stores [85, 86], optimize consensus and transaction protocols [113, 114], offload

network telemetry queries [69, 138], and implement several network management

algorithms [171, 172]. Work like Domino [172] and FlowBlaze [154] provides

even higher-level languages for these devices.

We can’t move all compute to storage. Existing data processing systems try

to place compute near storage nodes to reduce data movement costs [191]. But,
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modern cloud architectures are decoupling compute and storage to achieve better

resource utilization and fault tolerance. Instead of general purpose machines with

attached storage, we now have special-purpose data serving machines [70, 96, 137]

with very little compute capability. In these deployments, the classic ‘move com-

pute to data’ optimization is no longer possible.

For instance, Facebook’s Bryce Canyon storage server combines 72 high ca-

pacity hard drives with two Xeon D-1500 SoCs [54, 55], each with at most 16 cores

– less than half a core per drive. Since we can no longer place a lot of compute on

storage nodes, we should find ways to place computation near data, and our next

option is the network path.

Data analytics need flexible deployments. Data processing systems behave in-

efficiently if their nodes are statically allocated in advance and they assume no

other compute resources are available. For instance, to filter a large volume of

data quickly, we require many nodes. After applying a highly selective filter, the

data will be 10-1000x smaller but distributed across the same nodes used to filter

it. However, it is often faster to process small datasets on a single machine be-

cause it avoids distribution overheads [127]. NPaaS could be used to push the filter

operation into the network and ensure all relevant records arrive at a single host.

Ephemeral (serverless) compute service (e.g., AWS Lambda [1]) can address

this need for flexibility [89], but are currently hamstrung by the lack of direct

access to the network [70] and instead rely on inefficient cloud file systems for

state exchange [97]. If they had direct network access, we could treat ephemeral

compute services as in-network processors.

Why provide network processing as a service? As we’ve seen, in-network pro-

cessing has a growing number of hardware implementations, but as far as we know,

there are no proposals to manage and expose this plethora of new hardware to

end-users. However, the burden of managing all this hardware should not fall to

each data analytics framework, as Lerner et al. propose [111]. Instead, analyt-

ics systems and in-network processing should be decoupled with an interface that

allows the framework to specify desired operations, while NPaaS manages instan-

tiating requested operations on appropriate hardware. NPaaS allows hardware to

be managed independently from the data analytics systems while saving analytics

developers from implementing device-specific code. We describe potential general
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interfaces in §2.2, and our NPaaS prototype in §2.3.

We want to inspire more network-aware hardware designs. We believe net-

work processors are good hardware accelerators for data analytics. Recent work

on near-storage [49, 67, 82, 88, 99] or in-memory processors [12, 31, 65, 187]

tightly couples storage with specialized processors, but as we’ve discussed, stor-

age and compute are better utilized if they are decoupled. We think more data

processing devices could be designed assuming data arrives over the network as

coordinated by NPaaS, and hope that our work inspires new network-aware data

analytics accelerators.

2.1.2 Estimating Performance Potential

In-network processing can reduce the overall work required of end-hosts by per-

forming computation in network, reducing data volume and speeding up applica-

tions. To demonstrate, we run an experiment and draw on prior work to show that

in-network processing will benefit data analytics.

Experiments. We estimate the effect of offloading common analytics operations to

the network by measuring reduction in time and bytes transmitted on a query2 run

using Apache Spark. We simulate offloading operators using Spark SQL to query

pre-processed files that contain data that would come from the offloaded operators.

We offload operations in the query that require no storage (filter, projection, shuffle)

or can be bounded (partial aggregation). To measure traffic reduction, we pack each

record in a UDP packet and drop or modify packets as dictated by the operation,

measuring data sent over the wire before and after. This assumes operators work

as fast as our cluster3 so our measurements give an upper-bound on the benefits.

Table 2.1 summarizes our results, averaged over 5 runs. Filter and Project
reduce traffic commensurate with the amount of rows or columns they remove. For

our query test, shuffle and partial aggregation also apply filter and project. Shuffle
eliminates the need for nodes to exchange records by sending records to the right

node in the first place with a network operator. Based on traffic reduction, shuffle

2 SELECT item sk, sum(quantity) FROM store sales GROUP BY item sk
WHERE item sk < I, where I selects 50% of records

3 A 4-node Spark cluster using Azure E4v3 VMs, with 4 cores each.
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Operator
Offloaded

Traffic
Reduc.

13.7GB 68.9 GB

Spark Query Time

None 0% 56s ±0.8s 256s ±5s
Filter 50% 37s (-35%) 124s (-52%)
Project 85% 20s (-64%) 38s (-86%)
Shuffle 40% 14s (-76%) 31s (-88%)
Partial-Agg 90% 14s (-76%) 17s (-94%)

Table 2.1: Effect of in-network offload on traffic and Spark query time for two
data set sizes (13.7GB, 68.9GB). Input data is TPC-DS store sales
as JSON.

should improve query time more, but Spark’s API lacked a way to declare that

data is pre-shuffled and our hand-written aggregation is slower than Spark’s native

SQL operators [46]. If Spark’s optimizer had such an API, we could use the native

operation. Partial Aggregation, inspired by [69, 138], aggregates within a storage

limit (8MB) by evicting partially aggregated records and sending it to the end host.

Overall, as we offload most operations to the network, query time drops by 94%
of the baseline (a 16x speedup). Given partial-aggregation runs at just 4 GB/s (on

4 nodes), assuming data can be processed as fast as Spark reads seems reasonable

because 40Gbps RMT switches operate at 5 GB/s and the latest software JSON

parsers can operate at 2 GB/s per core [104, 115].

Prior work has already shown benefits of performing in-network operations. For

in-network aggregation: Using RMT switches, Sonata [69] reduced network teleme-

try traffic to the end host by 3-7 orders, DAIET [166] reduces aggregation traf-

fic by 86-89% (6-8x). Using middleboxes, NetAgg [124] increased search re-

sult aggregation throughput by 9.3x, and reduced total Hadoop execution time by

4.5x. TAG [123] aggregates sensor data and decreased traffic by 8x. Mellanox’s

SHArP [66, 128], a commercial in-network aggregator, shows a 2x performance

improvement on an MPI programs [66].

More complex operations and compilation strategies are being explored: Ne-

taccel [111] runs join-and-group-by on an RMT switch and accelerates a TPC-H

query fragment by 2x. The Marple [138] compiler translates network telemetry

queries to P4 code, and Sonata [69] partitions these queries between end-host ma-
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Byte stream Record / Datagram

Example TCP UDP, DCCP, SCTP
Requirements Flow tracking. Record-packet alignment.
Pro Fewer changes to existing

software.
Efficient per-packet processing.

Con Must modify flow. Must packetize records.

Table 2.2: Comparison of transport layers for in-network processing, show-
ing known protocols, requirements, pros, cons.

chines and programmable switches. Floem [151] enables experiment with various

NIC offloading strategies, and improves data analytics throughput up to 96%.

2.2 NPaaS Design Challenges

#1: NPaaS requires extensive co-design.

Given an analytics task, data source and destination endpoint, NPaaS must orches-

trate the processing of data passing over the network by selecting and configuring

available devices. This is challenging because the devices that can be used depend

on the data format and transport protocols used to send data, which in turn depend

on where data is stored. For example, Figure 2.1 shows on-path and off-path de-

vices. On-path devices operate at line-rate, but can only read a small number of

bytes of each packet, and have small amounts of state [38, 41, 111, 166]. Off-path

devices are more flexible, but slower, and introduce latency. Achieving even basic

network processing requires co-designing storage systems, network transport, and

data formats with the capabilities of the available network processors.

Network Transports. Table 2.2 covers network transports NPaaS could use to

send data. Our main constraint is many network devices (see §2.1.1) only operate

on single packets, and can’t buffer data across packets in a network flow. To operate

per-packet, a complete record must be in a single packet. In other words, each

record must be packetized.

Stream protocols like TCP require fewer modifications to existing systems.
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Flat Columnar Nested Columnar Unstructured

Examples:
ORC, Arrow, Albis [19, 20, 178] Parquet, Dremel [26, 129] CSV, JSON
Storage Pro/Cons:
Low storage overhead, but must be converted. No conversion,

high overhead.
Packetizing complexity:
Fixed/length-prefixed records Reassembly [90] Newline search

Table 2.3: Data formats categorized by their storage-side benefits, and chal-
lenges for storage-side record alignment.

But, operating on a flow requires buffering data, observing all packets, and modi-

fying TCP state; tasks that are outside the capabilities of packet processors. Even

if records are chunked into individual TCP packets, they cannot be reordered or

dropped without tracking the behavior of the TCP state machine per flow. In prac-

tice, modifying TCP streams requires a proxy, stream processor or middlebox.

Prior work has thus sent records over UDP-based protocols (e.g., Netaccel [111]).

In practice, we need a reliable protocol to ensure data has been processed. For-

tunately, reliable datagram protocols, such as SCTP [174] and DCCP4 [98], are

available in the Linux kernel today. However, the remaining downside to datagram

protocols is that the sender must packetize records.

Data Formats. Table 2.3 covers data formats NPaaS might support. Our main

concern is the ability to process popular data formats while guaranteeing the packet

content is parseable by the network devices we wish to support. For instance, RMT

switches can only process 200-500 bytes of fixed-length data from each packet [37,

166, 171].

Unstructured formats, like JSON, are prevalent but are difficult to parse quickly [104,

115, 147], although there are promising hardware accelerators [56]; binary formats

can be parsed more quickly. We argue NPaaS should support both unstructured

data (JSON) for general applicability and binary formats for best performance and

compatibility with hardware. Not all in-network processors need to support all

4Assuming a reliable layer on top of the congestion control protocol.
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formats, but NPaaS should allow for processing of different formats.

Data formats vary in how complex it is to find record boundaries to packetize

data. JSON or CSV records are easily found by searching for newlines [28, 78]

and flat binary formats just need offset calculations, but binary formats for nested

schemata require complex algorithms [90].

Storage System Requirements. As said earlier, to send data via record transport, a

storage system needs to packetize records. We must also be careful with distributed

file systems that split data files into chunks, like HDFS [23] or Ceph [183]. Since

chunking is done without awareness of records, records can span multiple chunks,

and it is possible to see incomplete records at the flow level. If we want to use a

record transport, one solution is to have a middlebox read all chunks that make up

a file, transcoding data into a record transport on the fly.

Open Research Questions. There are many more research questions along the

road to co-designing NPaaS. Here is a short selection. Q1: How should we allocate

and schedule processing with respect to the network topology? How long will

processing pipelines need to last? Q2: Can middleboxes perform fast enough to

make a difference to applications? Even though hardware packet processors are

faster, it is worthwhile to implement operators in software, even to just provide

a performance baseline. Q3: Are existing transport protocol sufficient for NPaaS

or do we need custom protocols? Customized protocols allow for domain-specific

optimizations but require significant development effort.

#2: Integration with Analytics Frameworks.

Multiple data analytics systems need to communicate their operations to NPaaS. Is

there a common format? What operations can be supported? Conveniently, most

data processing systems model programs as dataflow between nodes in an abstract

graph [9, 13, 64, 81, 133, 146, 148, 191] and have equivalent operators: many sup-

port SQL dialects and functional style operations (e.g., filter, project, map, reduce,

group-by, shuffle) that can be directly mapped between frameworks [64].

When an analytics framework requests computation, the task for NPaaS is to

map the desired operations to implementations on network processors. A simple

way is to use pre-written or templated implementations for each device. To sup-
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port framework-specific operators, or avoid hand-coding a multitude of operators,

NPaaS could draw on cross-framework intermediate representations that enable

compilation to different backend devices (e.g., Weld [146, 148], Dandelion [163]).

#3: Multi-tenancy and Isolation.

How can we run user code on hardware that lacks isolation? If NPaaS only uses

client-allocated resources, such as VMs and containers, isolation and multi-tenancy

is, arguably5 addressed by existing isolation mechanisms. But, if NPaaS runs user-

provided code on provider-managed devices that lack hardware isolation, such as

programmable switches, a major challenge is to ensure user programs don’t abuse

access to the switch. A promising option is software isolation (SI), as proposed

by Singularity [105], where user supplied programs are type and memory safe and

restricted to use specific interfaces. Proposals to support this notion of isolation

already exist for switches [125] and Netbricks [149] uses SI to eliminate hardware-

isolation costs to improve performance. Similarly, Azure SmartNICs let users write

policies for the Virtual Filtering Platform (VFP) [58], which implicitly restricts

them to the user’s network. NPaaS can provide operations which are guaranteed to

only act on traffic belonging to the requester.

#4: Failure handling and debugging.

How should NPaaS recover from failure? NPaaS systems will be composed of

heterogeneous devices with their own failure modes. Detecting failures will be

an ongoing issue that NPaaS systems must address. Prior work handles failures

by restarting jobs on new nodes [66, 111] or by routing around the failure [124].

The best option depends on the expected lifetime of the pipeline, likelihood of a

failure, and any existing failure recovery mechanisms. For short-lived jobs, fail-

ure is unlikely and restarting is fast, so a lightweight mechanism like restarting is

ideal [111]. For longer-lived jobs, partial recovery becomes ideal [124]. In either

case, the calling framework may provide better failure recovery than NPaaS can

provide (e.g., Spark’s lineage graph [191]).

How can we debug in-network programs? Data processing errors are often

5Putting aside recently discovered side-channel vulnerabilities.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the how Jumpgate interacts with a data processing
system to compile and orchestrate in-network processing.

data dependent and difficult to trace because errors are caused by a few malformed

data records [80]. As with existing distributed computation systems, NPaaS should

return a summary of any problems encountered during execution to the framework,

including enough context to help find the problematic record(s).

#5: Who should provide NPaaS?

Is it better if the cloud provider or the user operates NPaaS? The cloud provider

has a privileged view of the network topology, lower level control over the hard-

ware and network configuration, and often more money to pay experts to develop

fast operators. On the other hand, users have a better understanding of their specific

workload and could implement workload-specific operators. Users may also prefer

to keep any needed encryption keys on infrastructure they own. One way to cap-

ture the best of both is for the user to operate the NPaaS system, while allocating

proprietary in-network operators from the cloud provider.
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2.3 Jumpgate: The first NPaaS implementation
Note: This section includes a description of Jumpgate as it was en-

visioned when this chapter was published as a paper. Chapter 3 de-

scribes the latest implementation in more detail, but I have left this

section mostly as-is, to show how the system design was refined over

time. Section 3.8.1 has a description of the differences between the

proposed system and the realized system.

As we’ve discussed, accelerating analytics with in-network processors is ben-

eficial, and there are a number of issues that need to be explored in this space.

However, the critical piece that is currently missing is an NPaaS system that inte-

grates with existing systems to run analytics tasks on in-network processors.

Prior work either doesn’t integrate into existing systems, or does so in a way

that directly targets a specific in-network processor. Instead, we need a system that

can integrate with existing analytics systems and work around the limitations of

in-network processors to execute queries in a way that avoids manual integration

and decouples analytics implementations on in-network processors from analytics

systems. Without such a system, there is no framework to evaluate the issues we

disucssed above: better data formats, network transports, failure handling, multi-

tenancy, and which parties should provide NPaaS.

To address this need, we propose Jumpgate, a compiler and orchestration sys-

tem that can provide NPaaS. Jumpgate provides a client-facing API and maps client

requests to relevant devices using an extensible architecture that simplifies adding

new operators and devices without modifying the client.

Figure 2.2 shows a sketch of a client’s interaction with Jumpgate. Step 1:
the compiler receives a logical plan of operations from data analytics frameworks

(e.g., filter, project, shuffle, partial or full aggregation) and maps logical operations

to stages of physical operators that can be deployed on available devices. Step
2: the orchestration layer coordinates runtime execution of the physical plan on

devices. Devices are allocated and initialized to perform the physical operations6.

After initialization, network addresses are known and can be propagated as needed

(e.g., end-host addresses, or next-hop addresses in a processing pipeline).
6If any physical operators need to generate and compile code, it could happen at this point.
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Client API. Jumpgate’s API allows a client to specify input data sources (files

or network tuples), a DAG of logical operations to apply to the input data, and the

destination network tuples for receiving processed data.

Mapping. The compiler maps logical operations to stages of pipelines of phys-

ical operators. For example, joins require a build stage to load data into the device

and then a probe stage to output matched records. Since in-network operations

execute concurrently in pipelines, we must make sure that other operators execute

at the correct time to feed and receive data from the join. Jumpgate computes all

needed stages and which stage(s) each operator executes in using a dependency-

driven simulation. Logical operators are then mapped to physical operators, as

determined by each physical operator’s matching functions (below).

Extensibility. Jumpgate supports adding new logical and physical operators.

For instance, a logical operator that translates unstructured to structured data, or

a physical operator that runs filters on supporting storage systems. Logical op-

erations are represented as typed nodes in the DAG with specified input/output

connectivity and stage logic. Physical operators are comprised of: (1) matching

functions and (2) a controller used to drive device allocation and execution. Match-

ing functions determine which logical operators can be replaced based on type and

properties, such as available resources and operator-specific parameters.

Limitations and Future Work A compiler and orchestration layer are bare neces-

sities for providing NPaaS, but are not sufficient for a full NPaaS system. At the

very least, NPaaS also needs failure handling and topology-aware scheduling. For

now, we are focused on enabling analytics applications to execute in-network com-

putations on software and programmable in-network devices, supporting common

operations, and measuring performance. Our eventual goal is to share Jumpgate

with other researchers in order to answer broader challenges posed by this chapter

and lay fertile groundwork for research into making in-network processing avail-

able to more users.

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter established that in-network compute capability is growing, and the

benefits to data analytics are clear. To allow all analytics systems to benefit, we en-
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vision providing in-network processing as a service (NPaaS) to abstract the desired

operations on data from their low-level implementation on network processors.

The next chapter describes the refined implementation of Jumpgate, the first NPaaS

system we know of, based on the motivation and challenges presented above.
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Chapter 3

Jumpgate: Network Connected
Acceleration for Data Analytics

Chapter 2 showed that Network connected accelerators (NCAs), such as dataplane

programmable switches, have been able to accelerate data analytics tasks by as

much as 2-10× [84, 111, 175]. But, while prior work was promising, there has

been little prior work on how to use NCAs automatically from existing analytic

systems. Ideally we could simply run tasks on promising NCAs from existing an-

alytics systems. But, existing analytics systems cannot yet offload tasks to NCAs:

they assume nodes can execute arbitrary operations, have 100s of gigabytes of lo-

cal storage, and can exchange serialized data over complex RPC. But, NCAs are

limited in the operations they can execute, how much data they can store, and the

data formats they can operate on. NCAs are under active research, so manually

integrating each promising NCA into each analytics system presents a challenging

integration task.

This chapter details Jumpgate, a system that executes relational (SQL) queries

from existing analytics systems on NCAs. Jumpgate reduces integration effort

with high-level client and NCA interfaces. Jumpgate implements novel, but sim-

ple, task execution and communication paradigms that cope with NCA limitations.

Jumpgate configures NCAs on a per-query basis to trade higher setup latency for

low execution overhead. We made Apache Spark a Jumpgate client with a modest

effort of 2,200 LoC. We integrated several NCAs into Jumpgate: our own software-
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Figure 3.1: Jumpgate bridges analytics systems and network accelerators.

based accelerators and a programmable data plane switch (in 150-300 LoC), that

we then use from Spark. We found that Jumpgate can reduce data volume sent

to client systems by orders of magnitude and our NCAs can reduce some query

runtimes by 1.12−3×.

Contents of this chapter is under submission to the USENIX Con-

ference on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI).

An earlier version of this work was submitted to the USENIX Con-

ference on Networked Systems Design and Implementation (NSDI).

While that submission was rejected from NSDI, the reviews on the

prior submission were encouraging and helped to improve the work

presented below, particularly the evaluation and presentation of the

contributions.

3.1 Introduction
As Dennard scaling and Moore’s law reach their limits, system designers are turn-

ing to domain-specific accelerators. In-network processors show great promise as

accelerators for data analytics. Recently studied accelerators implemented on top
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of programmable switches, such as Cheetah, NetAccel, PPS and Sonata, showed a

2-8× speedup for a join-and-group-by operation, a 6.5× speedup for string search

tasks and a 3-7 orders of magnitude reduction in network traffic [69, 84, 111, 176].

More generally, FPGAs, SmartNICs, and even network-based software accelera-

tors provide speedups of 2-10× for analytics tasks (§3.2).

As workload accelerators, in-network processors have attractive properties be-

cause the network is their primary data path: they can be scaled independently from

other systems, can be allocated on demand, and can interact with other networked

systems. We take a broad view of potential accelerator implementations: we view

any processor or software program capable of exchanging data via the network as

a potential Network Connected Accelerator (NCA).

Prior research showed NCAs can accelerate analytics queries, but presented

point solutions lacking common orchestration, abstraction, and execution models.

As a result, using NCAs in analytics systems, like Apache Spark or Presto, requires

manual integration of each NCA into each system.

Integrating NCAs into existing systems is challenging because analytics sys-

tems generate tasks that only general-purpose CPUs can execute. Typical tasks

consist of chained relational operations (e.g., scan, group-by, join) that may ac-

cess 10-100s gigabytes of local memory and storage and exchange data via RPC

or shared memory using complex data formats [30, 169, 191]. In contrast, NCAs,

like programmable dataplane switches [37, 38, 42], achieve high bandwidth and

low-latency packet processing, but have limited local storage, cannot implement

complex protocols like RPC, can only operate on ≈100s bytes of each packet,

and cannot parse complex data formats (§3.2). Using NCAs, like programmable

switches, for data analytics requires simplifying tasks, data exchange, and orches-

tration.

To integrate these NCAs with analytics systems, prior work had to manually:

(1) identify operations to offload in each query that were suitable for a given NCA,

(2) devise data formats that can be read by the NCA, (3) write converters to and

from those formats, and (4) orchestrate execution of the converters, NCAs, and

the analytics system. Also, users of these systems are left to to decide whether

offloading given operations is worthwhile given the setup cost. The goal of this

work is to build a system that automates these tasks.
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Contributions – This chapter presents the design and evaluation of Jumpgate.

Jumpgate enables existing systems to execute relational (SQL) queries on NCAs,

so users of these systems can benefit from NCA performance without changing

their existing workflows (Figure 3.1). Jumpgate’s design makes several contribu-

tions.

• To address the problem of manually finding applicable operations for NCAs,

Jumpgate allows clients to issue requests by submitting a dataflow graph that is

already present in existing analytics systems. Clients offload queries bottom-op

from scans over storage which is often where the bulk of data processing work

lies, enabling more opportunities to use NCAs than prior work. Jumpgate can

then find applicable NCAs to use (if any). We show that this interface reduces

the effort for client systems to use Jumpgate to a one-time integration cost of

2,200 lines of code.

• Jumpgate coordinates execution of NCAs to address their storage limitations. To

do so, Jumpgate uses a novel task execution and communication paradigm called

Staged Networked Pipelines (SNPs). NCAs that have limited storage need to run

concurrently with their senders and receivers, so data can be forwarded as it is

received. NCAs that implement hash-joins must receive all data from their build

side before receiving data from the probe side. Schedulers in existing analytics

systems do not provide these guarantees. SNPs groups NCAs that must execute

concurrently into a stage, and SNPs schedule NCAs that implement joins receive

data across two stages so that all build data is received before probe data. SNPs

ensure that only operations that inherently store data must do so. NCAs with

limited or no storage can be used for stateless or limited state operators, such as

filter, shuffle, or partial aggregation.

• To simplify data formats so that NCAs can operate on them, Jumpgate computes

simple formats for NCAs to exchange data, called network tuple formats (NTFs).

NTF layouts are passed to Jumpgate generates software NCAs that convert input

data to NTF. NTFs address the per-packet read limitations of NCAs and relieve

them from having to decode complex formats.

• Prior work only targets a single NCA directly in the analytics system, but with

Jumpgate, our goal is to use multiple NCAs. We expect to have several NCA
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implementations with varying applicability to different analytics operations and

device-specific control planes. To identify when NCAs can be used, and to allow

Jumpgate to interact with multiple heterogeneous NCAs, Jumpgate contributes

two hardware agnostic interfaces: (1) An operator interface that describes the

relational operations and data format compatibility of each NCA. (2) A life-

cycle interface that allows Jumpgate to coordinate execution between multiple

hetereogeneous NCAs. To integrate Jumpgate with a new NCA, designers add

an implementation of these interfaces to Jumpgate. We use both interfaces to add

software NCAs for many relational operators, and an NCA in a programmable

dataplane switch for aggregation.

• We built a prototype of Jumpgate to perform an evaluation of Jumpgate’s ap-

proach to offloading client operations, overheads, and to contribute insights into

the behaviour and performance potential of using NCAs for data analytics to

motivate future work. We describe our findings below.

Our evaluation finds that Spark can offload ≈ 60% of operations from TPC-

DS (a popular SQL benchmark) to Jumpgate. The runtime overhead of SNPs can

be under 100ms. But, the setup overhead of compiling software NCAs to convert

input data to NTFs can be relatively large, ≈ 2− 6s, for short jobs. Compilation

overhead can be reduced, but it underscores that the ability to weigh the setup costs

and throughput gains is crucial when using a system like Jumpgate. We added a

simple heuristic to Spark that can effectively make this trade-off.

Prior work has already established that individual NCAs can accelerate ana-

lytics tasks. So, our goal in this chapter and in building Jumpgate is to automate

integration of accelerators, not to build new ones. Nevertheless, to rigorously eval-

uate Jumpgate we built an aggregate accelerator for a programmable switch and

software-based accelerators for scan, filter, project, join and aggregate. We inte-

grated them into Jumpgate in 146−343 LoC.

We find that shifting data processing to NCAs can reduce the data read by an-

alytics systems by orders of magnitude (§3.5.5). Coupled with fast-enough NCAs,

Jumpgate accelerates certain queries in Spark by 1.12−3×.

However, offloading work to NCAs takes the data that would normally be ma-

terialized in an analytic client’s memory, and puts it into the network, flowing
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between NCAs. Our experiments demonstrate this underscores the need for fast

software networking that can feed NCAs, and perhaps development of NCAs that

can accept large packets sent from user space networking.

3.2 Background and Related Work
Apache Spark. Spark [27] is a widely used data analytics system. To use Spark,

users write either custom code in Scala or Python, or SQL queries. Jumpgate

focuses on the latter. A SQL query submitted to Spark is compiled into a dataflow

DAG and executed on a Spark cluster. Spark clusters are organized into a master

with many workers. Workers process data, while the master coordinates workers.

Dataflow Graphs in Analytics Systems. Data analytics engines translate a

user’s query into a logical graph of operations, and then map this graph to physical

graph of implementations that perform the operations. Analytics dataflow graphs

are so similar between systems that they can be translated from one system to an-

other and unified [64, 133, 146, 148]. Jumpgate leverages this property to provide

a general dataflow request API for analytics clients.

Network Connected Accelerators. Jumpgate targets existing and future net-

work connected accelerators. As we saw in chapter 2, in-network processing

is an active research area. Researchers are applying existing in-network proces-

sors to analytics [175], machine learning [167], distributed storage [195] and con-

sensus [113]. Hardware researchers are proposing new in-network architectures

such as integrating packet processors directly with general purpose CPUs [79] and

loosely coupled designs [42].

Our exemplary hardware is today’s programmable dataplane switch ASICs.

Programmable switches process network packets at high rates (≈6.4Tbps) and run

custom protocols and switching rules, often written in P4 [38]. Chapter 2 showed

recent research has used them for analytics tasks, often with 10-1000× speed-

ups, thanks to the performance of their fixed latency pipeline [66, 69, 85, 86, 111,

166, 175]. Again, while useful, programmable switches are limited in terms of

storage (≈10s of MB), bytes processed per packet (≈100s), and operations per

packet [155, 166]. By targeting such restricted hardware, we aim to ensure that

Jumpgate’s design applies to future NCAs.
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Jumpgate also targets what we call software NCAs: our term for software run-

ning on general purpose CPUs that inter-operates with other NCAs, allowing Jump-

gate to process data other NCAs cannot. For instance, Jumpgate has a software

NCA that uses simdjson [104] to transcode JSON to network tuple formats. Soft-

ware NCAs allow Jumpgate to tackle the co-design challenges around data-formats

and network transports described in chapter 2 by transforming data in storage into

a network tuple format more appropriate for other NCAs.

In general, we see potential for NCAs on a growing variety of hardware, es-

pecially as researchers explore hardware resource disaggregation [8, 170]. For

instance: Storage accelerators [49, 67, 82, 88, 99, 189] could be used to send data

to other NCAs. SmartNICs (FPGA or ASIC-based) could be used as standalone

NCAs [117, 118], or integrated with hosts for low latency communication [92, 151]

Existing Analytics Systems. A key difference from existing data analytics

systems is Jumpgate’s orchestration of computation as staged networked pipelines

(SNPs) and Jumpgate’s data exchange in network tuple formats without using RPC,

which is necessary to work with limited NCAs. Analytics systems, like Apache

Spark [27], Hadoop [22], or Dryad [81] require tasks to read intermediate data

from memory or storage. Presto [169] pipelines concurrent tasks, but producers

buffer data locally until requested by a consumer via HTTP. Stream processing

systems like Apache Flink [21] run operators concurrently but schedule large tasks

of pipelined operations. While none of these systems are able to seamlessly in-

tegrate NCAs, they provide valuable functionality, and Jumpgate enables them to

use NCAs.

Prior Work on NCAs for Analytics. Jumpgate is the first system to auto-

mate the use of networked accelerators by analytics systems in a way that does not

require manual integration of each accelerator into each analytics system.

Aside from our published work on this topic (Ch. 2), the most recent related

system is Cheetah [175, 176]. Cheetah interposes between Spark master and work-

ers to prune data just before it is returned to the client. But, Cheetah can only

process (almost) final results and cannot pass data back to Spark for further pro-

cessing. Instead of just processing final results with accelerators, Jumpgate reads

directly from storage so that lower-levels of the query plan can be offloaded.

Overall, prior work demonstrates that in-network processing can improve an-
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alytics performance, but required manual effort to integrate each accelerator into

each analytics system and to orchestrate their execution. No prior work we know of

addresses these integration and orchestration issues directly. For instance, Chee-

tah, NetAccel [111], DAIET [166], PPS [84] and SwitchML [167] each had to

write custom programs to send and receive data from the client’s internal format

into a specific format for their target accelerators. Prior work often does not dis-

cuss how accelerators are deployed and managed in depth, but most works appear

to manually deploy their programs on switches. We believe accelerators from prior

work could be adapted to Jumpgate. In order for these promising accelerators to

become widely used, these integration tasks must be automated.

3.3 Jumpgate Design

3.3.1 Design Goals

1. Support important operations, even if no efficient accelerators exist yet. We

developed Jumpgate to integrate current NCAs and to study how future NCAs can

help analytics. Jumpgate aims to accept and run as many operations as possible,

and uses software-based NCAs when no hardware NCAs are available.

2. Support real-world data formats. Jumpgate supports two input formats: JSON

and ORC. JSON is endemic, despite its notoriously low parsing speeds [104, 115,

147]. ORC is one of many data formats that are optimized to improve storage

and throughput of analytics [19, 20, 26, 129, 178]. No accelerators we know of

can directly parse any analytics format. So, Jumpgate has software-NCAs that

transcode ORC and JSON data to network tuple formats.

3. Allow clients to specify the receiving protocol. Prior work on programmable

switches for analytics send a single tuple/row per UDP packet with an added reli-

ability layer [85, 167, 176, 195]. This requires modifying the client analytics sys-

tems to be able to receive UDP packets at high speed, often using the DPDK [50].

We think this requirement can be an impediment to adoption. Instead, Jumpgate

allows clients to specify the preferred transport in the request. While this may con-

flict with the NCAs that are able to be used for their request, this choice allows

clients to more easily adopt Jumpgate. Jumpgate is transport angostic to enable
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experimentation with new transports in the future.

3.3.2 Scope and Assumptions

The current design of Jumpgate presented in this chapter focuses on enabling exe-

cution of client dataflow requests on NCAs. We do not yet investigate how to op-

erate Jumpgate at data-centre scales, or how to efficiently allocate resources with

respect to network topology, data locality, or resource consumption.

We assume there are NCA designers who can implement analytics operations

for a particular device. But, we do not expect there is a single implementation that

can work for all queries. Instead, we expect these implementations may need to

be configured and/or compiled on a per-query basis. So, Jumpgate provides APIs

– the operator and life-cycle interfaces – that NCA designers implement to invoke

device-specific techniques to configure, compile, and control their execution.

We make this assumption because prior work has shown that there are al-

ready promising query-specific implementations of analytics operations for NCAs,

such as joins [111, 175], aggregation [166] and filtering [175]. Prior work has

also demonstrated several techniques to generate code for software [140], pro-

grammable NICs [151, 154], and programmable switches [172]. For example

Cheetah [175] re-configures a filter implementation that has been pre-deployed to a

programmable switch. While there are few analytics-specific configuration or code

generation techniques in the literature for in-network processors, I hope Jumpgate

inspires more. We implemented several software-based NCAs that follow this as-

sumption to generate query-specific NCAs from templates we wrote (§ 3.4).

We assume it is possible to allocate devices to run generated NCA implementa-

tions using a resource allocation system like Kubernetes [100] or others [73, 168].

NCA designers can invoke device-specific allocation and management when Jump-

gate calls implementations of the life-cycle interface (§3.3.4). Since Jumpgate al-

locates NCAs on demand, serverless platforms [11, 24] could be used if/when they

support sockets.

Jumpgate presumes the client will retry failed queries. Our Spark integration

does this. Themis [159] and Presto [169] note that failure recovery is expensive

with little benefit, even at ≈ 1000 nodes, when job times are under a few hours.
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SELECT sum(price), t.state
FROM sales s
INNER JOIN stores t

ON s.store_id = t.id
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Figure 3.2: How Jumpgate interacts with client analytics systems and accelerators to deliver processed data to client
endpoints. (1) – (2) Users submit queries to the analytics system. (3) The client analytics system (i.e. Apache
Spark) decides to offload part of the query to Jumpgate. (4) Jumpgate maps client requests to available NCAs, (5)
generates code for NCAs and orchestrates execution, sending processed data in network tuple format (6) towards
waiting client endpoints.
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Figure 3.3: Compilation and execution phases within Jumpgate.
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3.3.3 Jumpgate Overview

Figure 3.2 illustrates an end-to-end example in which Jumpgate is used by Spark

to run a user query. We use this running example for the remainder of the pa-

per. Figure 3.3 shows Jumpgate’s compilation and execution phases. 1 The user

submits a SQL query to Spark to calculate total sales from each store for a given

item, grouped by the store’s state. 2 Spark parses the SQL query and computes

a query plan consisting of relational operations. The plan reads from the sales and

store tables and filters and projects each output, then joins and aggregates the re-

sults. Without Jumpgate, Spark would execute this plan on worker nodes. 3 To

use Jumpgate, Spark splits the plan into two: a plan for its workers and a dataflow
request for Jumpgate that will send data to its workers. We detail the client inter-

face and how splitting is done in §3.3.4. In this case, Spark offloads most of the

plan to Jumpgate, but splits the aggregation operation into a partial aggregation to

be done by Jumpgate and a full aggregation to be finished by Spark’s workers. In

this example, Spark’s request tells Jumpgate to send data over UDP (not shown) so

that programmable switch aggregation can be used.

4 Spark submits the request to Jumpgate. Jumpgate maps the logical dataflow

request to a set of NCA implementations that can run the requested operations.

Mapping is detailed in §3.3.5. Jumpgate essentially has a library of NCA imple-

mentations, and queries each implementation (using the operator interface) to see

if it is capable of running any requested operations and communicating with adja-

cent NCAs. In this case, Jumpgate chooses 4 NCA implementations, NCA1 – 4,

from the available operator implementations shown in the figure. The full set of

operators is presented in §3.4. Jumpgate calls a compilation function for each cho-

sen NCA implementations to specialize each one for the specific operations they

will run and the data format(s) they will receive and send. For instance, Jump-

gate’s software operators generate and compile C code that implements the needed

operations. For this work, we assume there are device-specific ways to allocate

resources for each NCA (§3.3.2). The interfaces are detailed in §3.3.4.

5 Jumpgate coordinates execution using staged networked pipelines to ad-

dress the storage limitations of NCAs. Jumpgate organizes the set of selected

NCAs into stages to ensure that most NCAs do not need to store intermediate data
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by making sure their consumers are running and ready to receive data. NCA3 ex-

ecutes over two stages because it executes a join operation, which needs to receive

all data from one side of the join before the other side can begin sending. In stage

1, NCA1 reads the store table and sends data to NCA3 to build an in-memory hash-

table for the join. In stage 2, NCA2 reads the sales table and sends data to NCA3
to probe the hash-table. NCA3 sends joined tuples to NCA4 to be aggregated,

which forwards partially aggregated results to Spark workers. Jumpgate initializes

instances of each operator on the allocated resources and controls their execution

using the life-cycle interface which bridges between Jumpgate and device-specific

allocation and management control planes (not shown). The phases of computing

an SNP and execution are detailed in §3.3.5.

6 As Jumpgate signals NCAs to execute, producer NCAs send data to con-

sumer NCAs in network tuple formats (NTFs), over the requested transport (UDP).

NTFs address the problem of NCAs only being able to work on simple data for-

mats. NCAs can communicate using any transport, and Jumpgate ensures both

sides support it. Jumpgate generates a precise definition of each tuple format that

is passed – via the operator interface – to code written by NCA designers, so they

can generate code or configuration for their NCA to efficiently parse tuples. The

record format includes a null vector with at least 1 bit per field and supports fixed-

or variable-length fields (§3.3.5). Jumpgate returns a specification of the output

format to Spark so it can generate code to efficiently receive data (§3.5.2).

Summary– This overview highlights the importance of each of the novel ab-

stractions in Jumpgate. 1. Dataflow requests allow easy interfacing with ana-

lytics systems. 2. Staged Networked Pipelines enable correct input ordering to

relieve NCAs from storing or buffering intermediate data unless required by the

semantics of the operation they implement. 3. Network Tuple Formats solve the

per-packet read limitations of NCAs by simplifying the data format transmitted be-

tween NCAs, allowing software and hardware-based NCAs to interact in executing

a user’s query. 4. The operator and life-cycle interfaces allow Jumpgate to query

the capabilities and limitations of an NCA and to control heterogeneous NCAs.
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3.3.4 Jumpgate’s Interfaces

We now describe Jumpgate’s client and operator interfaces that are used by the

compilation and execution components (Figure 3.3). In this section, first we de-

scribe the mechanisms that Jumpgate implements, and then we describe how they

address the challenges and limitations to using NCAs from existing analytics sys-

tems.

sales = read("/path/to/sales")
.filter("item_id == 100")
.project(["store_id", "price"])

stores = read("/path/to/stores")
.project(["store_id", "state"])

agg = sales.join(stores, on="store_id")
.project(["price", "state"])
.aggregate("sum(price)", groupby=["state"])

s = agg.shuffle(keys="state", 2)
s[0].send(ip="10.0.0.1" port=1234, "TCP")
s[1].send(ip="10.0.0.2" port=4567, "TCP")

Figure 3.4: Jumpgate Dataflow Request example, derived from the user query
in Figure 3.2. This builds a dataflow graph that performs the offloaded
part of the query, and sends results to two client machines waiting for
data.

Client Interface: Dataflow Requests

Job Request Flow. Clients construct a dataflow request as JSON data, and sub-

mit it to Jumpgate over HTTP. Jumpgate has endpoints for job compilation, job

execution, and job status. When clients submit their job, Jumpgate returns a job

ID, a description of the chosen NCAs, and the network tuple format the client will

receive. When the client’s endpoints are ready to receive data, the client submits

the job ID to Jumpgate to begin execution, and Jumpgate internally signals the

different NCAs to begin working and sending data to the client.

Dataflow Request API. While Jumpgate jobs are specified in JSON, they are

better explained using a functional-style interface. Figure 3.4 shows a request that

corresponds to the offloaded part of the job from Figure 3.2. The complete job
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Operation Parameters Description

read path, format, schema Reads data from path in format, returns records in the given schema.
filter expression Filters input records according to expression.

project expressions, output schema Applies expressions to the input data and emits a new record in output schema.
shuffle shuffle key, num destinations Send records to different destinations. Records with the same shuffle key are

forwarded to the same destination.
join inner, outer, condition, join type Joins records from inner to outer according to join type.

aggregate key, expressions, output schema Groups records by key, applies aggregate expressions and outputs records as
output schema.

send host, transport, format Send records towards host on the given transport in the given format.

Table 3.1: Jumpgate’s Client API: supported operations and their parameters.33



specification is shown in Appendix A.1.1. The client needs to provide the location

of the input data, the operations to perform, and the IP and ports where data should

be transmitted. We omit the full JSON request for brevity – it is meant to be

machine-generated.

Table 3.1 summarizes the operations Jumpgate supports. Most of these will

be familiar to users of data analytics, but Jumpgate adds one that is important for

returning data to the client: send. Send specifies how and where to transmit the

input data, including address, port, and transport protocol the client is expecting.

Clients can insert a shuffle operation to direct results to multiple receive nodes.

Schemas and Expressions. In data processing systems, each operation has an

output schema that maps from names to types. Subsequent operations reference

these names. Jumpgate needs the client to explicitly name the results of expres-

sions, so there is no ambiguity. For instance, in Figure 3.4, Jumpgate needs the

client’s name for subsequent references to sum(price).

Why a dataflow interface? Prior work requires each client analytics system

to understand each NCA that is available and to be able to generate a low-level

request to use the NCA. Instead, with Jumpgate, this request flow allows clients to

submit operations to Jumpgate in operations it already understands (i.e. a dataflow

graph). The client does not need to know which NCAs are available to Jumpgate,

but it can inspect the response to determine if the NCAs selected by Jumpgate are

desirable. In the future, Jumpgate could return predicted throughput that the client

could use to decide if executing the request using Jumpgate is worthwhile. We

have not yet explored these interactions yet.

Prior work was able to show that NCAs were promising for analytics tasks, but

some, like NetAccel [111], manually offloaded queries to their NCAs and others,

like Cheetah [175], aimed to only process almost-final results and presents results

from 9 queries. These approaches inherently limited the number of queries
these systems are able to effectively process. Using a dataflow interface allows

clients to offload queries bottom-up from storage which is often where the bulk

of data processing work lies, enabling more opportunities to use NCAs. Since

clients only need to communicate what operations they want to offload without

knowledge of the underlying NCAs, the dataflow interface means that analytics
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clients can automatically offload requests to NCAs, pushing the responsibility of

finding appropriate NCAs to Jumpgate.

The current dataflow API mirrors the dataflow operations that analytics systems

use to execute SQL queries. The interface could be extended with other operations

(i.e. general map and reduce) to support more flexible NCAs in the future.

Operator Interfaces

Jumpgate uses the operator interface to first find NCAs that can implement logical

operations in the dataflow request, and then replace each operator with an NCA

instance. §3.3.5 describes this replacement. Table 3.2 summarizes the API that

NCA designers implement. match input and match operations inspect

the input the NCA would receive, the logical operation’s given expressions, and

any subsequent operations that can be fused. match input accepts a descrip-

tion of the NTF layout, and a opaque string describing the transport the data will

be received on. match operations accepts a node from the dataflow graph,

and can inspect this node’s expression AST to determine any further applicability.

match operations can also inspect subsequent nodes of the dataflow graph

if the NCA can implement operator fusion. match output returns the NTF

the NCA would emit and the transport that would be used. Appendix A.1.2 lists

the pseudo-code for the operator interface of the JSON to NTF conversion/filter-

ing/projection NCA for the running example.

To ensure sufficient resources are available, the operator interface specifies a

resource manager. During compilation, Jumpgate ensures the manager has free

resources for the given NCA before deciding to use it. During execution, the NCA’s

life-cycle interface accesses the reserved resources.

Why the operator interface? Since prior work only targets a single NCA

directly in the analytics system, they do not require something like the operator in-

terface. However, in order to use multiple NCAs, we expect to have several NCAs

implementations with varying applicability. For instance, some NCAs might be

able to implement any join operation, but others may only be able to implement

joins with specific characteristics, such as a single 32-bit join key. So, we need

the operator interface to find applicable NCAs to use. Instead of trying to create
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a very complex interface that is challenging to implement or narrow interface that

only works for some NCAs, we aim to give NCA designers freedom to imple-

ment any detailed applicability checks their device may need. Our implementation

provides helper functions to perform common applicability checks and walk ex-

pression ASTs.

The operator interface gives Jumpgate the freedom to find candidate NCAs

that can replace logical operations in the dataflow graph and explore the space of

possible replacements, as described in §3.3.5. At the same time, the NCA designer

can write functions that simply return whether or not the NCA can be used for a

given operation.

Life-cycle Interface

Once a set of NCA instances has been selected (described in §3.3.5), Jumpgate

uses the life-cycle interface to configure each instance for the query, connect them,

and control execution. The life-cycle interface separates Jumpgate’s control plane

from the NCA data plane, allowing NCA implementations to be written in any

language, framework or hardware device. To make an NCA work with Jumpgate,

the designer implements the life-cycle interface for their NCA in Jumpgate that can

communicate with the NCA implementation. Table 3.3 summarizes the life-cycle

API. §3.3.5 describes how it it is called. Pseudo-code for the life-cycle interface of

an NCA from our running example is shown in Appendix A.1.3.

Why the life-cycle interface? Again, prior work targets a single NCA, so they

did not require a life-cycle interface. But, since we want to use multiple NCAs,

we expect that each NCAs will have its own control plane that requires particular

ways of allocating, starting, running and stopping execution. For instance, one can

interact with programmable switches by sending RPCs, or one can execute soft-

ware on allocated VMs using SSH. So, Jumpgate provides a set of interfaces that

describe what Jumpgate needs to do, and relies on the NCA designer to implement

the idiosyncrasies for their particular analytics implementation.

We designed the life-cycle interface so that each step could be executed on

each NCA in parallel lock-step to help reduce overheads. In other words, the API

is designed so that all NCAs could be running the compile phase concurrently
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Name Meaning

match input Return true when the NCA accepts the input NTF on a
given transport.

match operations Return the operation and any subsequent operations if the
NCA can implement them.

match output Return the NTF and transport the NCA would emit.

Table 3.2: Operator interface used to query if an NCA can replace a logical
operation.

Name Meaning

compile Compile a binary or configuration to implement the NCA’s as-
signed operations.

allocate Start the NCA instance. Returns IP/port of listening NCA.
configure Configure the destination IP/port(s) of this NCAs output.

execute Start processing and sending data. Called multiple times for
many-stage operations (i.e. join)

destroy Called on completion/failure to clean up NCA.

Table 3.3: Life-cycle interface to control NCAs.

before proceeding to the next life-cycle phase.

The life-cycle interface also gives the freedom to implement NCAs that use

multiple devices in ways that Jumpgate cannot directly handle, such as a join that

uses software for the build phase to build index structures and then offloads the

checks to accelerator for the probe phase. We did not explore these in this work,

but we elaborate on this idea in §3.7.

Summary. These interfaces help abstract running tasks on heterogeneous

NCAs, both for the client and for NCA designers. These interfaces are intention-

ally simple, not tied to specific hardware, and allow analytics systems and NCAs

to easily interface with systems like Jumpgate. In §3.4 and §3.5.2, we evaluate the

LoC needed to implement these interfaces.
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3.3.5 Compiling Staged Networked Pipelines

This section describes how Jumpgate compiles dataflow requests to staged network

pipelines and executes the SNP (Figure 3.3).

Stage Computation

Jumpgate computes stages so that input ordering is respected while NCAs run con-

currently. This addresses the problem of NCAs having limited storage by ensuring

that NCAs do not need to store lots of intermediate data, unless they implement

joins which inherently requires storing data. Jumpgate joins are implemented as

hash joins, where the hash table is first built (the build phase), and then it is probed

to emit records (the probe phase). The challenge is to ensure that (1) NCAs that

feed a join’s build phase run before any NCAs that feed the join’s probe phase,

and (2) during the probe phase, the NCAs that send to and receive from join are

both running.

To compute stages, Jumpgate adds all runnable operations to the current stage,

marks nodes as executed, and starts a new stage. Jumpgate repeats this process

until all operations are completed. Streaming operations are runnable when both

their inputs and output destinations are runnable. Joins in the build stage are

runnable when their build input is runnable, and in the probe stage when their

probe input and outputs are runnable. This is a slight twist on topological sort:

nodes become runnable as their inputs are satisfied, but with the extra constraint

that receivers must also be runnable. Pseudocode for this algorithm is supplied in

Appendix A.1.4. Staging is performed on logical operations, and the NCAs that

implement these operations inherit their assigned stages.

Mapping Dataflow Operations to NCAs

This section describes how Jumpgate maps the operations in dataflow requests to

NCAs. Jumpgate has a library of available NCAs declared by designers via the

operator interface. The operator interface API determines when an NCA can be

used to implement a logical operation in the graph (§3.3.4). Jumpgate iteratively

transforms a dataflow request into a graph of NCA instances by repeatedly picking

an operation to replace, and calling each NCA’s operator interface. Jumpgate will
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Figure 3.5: Compilation steps when compiling the example request from Fig-
ure 3.2. Compilation proceeds from left to right. NTF? denotes the
client will receive data in NTF. NTF# denotes specific NTFs that are
output by NCAs.

not insert an NCA unless it replaces at least one operation from the original graph.

The challenge is to insert NCAs that convert the input data into NTFs, and

to ensure the client can receive on the transport used by the final NCA. When

match input is called, the given transport/format is found by following the input

edges towards the source, until a previously inserted NCA or the source is reached.

When match output is called the returned transport/format is checked against

the receivers match input function, or the client’s desired transport. When a

candidate NCA passes both the input, output and operator checks, it can replace

the logical operation(s).

Figure 3.5 walks through compiling the running example. Again, the example

has three available NCA implementations (Figure 3.2): an NCA that implements

scan with optional project and filter, an NCA that implements join with optional

project, and an NCA that implements partial aggregation. Jumpgate walks over

each node in the dataflow request, and tries to replace it with a matching NCA.

The first column of Figure 3.5 shows the original request, with the input data

format (JSON) and the client’s desired output format, shown as NTF? since the
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client doesn’t know the specific NTF that will be returned. Specific NTFs are gen-

erated when NCAs replace operations, shown here as NTF#. At first the only NCA

that matches is the JSON parser, because it is the only one that accepts JSON

and generate NTFs. After parsers are inserted, NCAs that accept NTFs as input

can match. The two right-most columns show Join and Aggregation matching.

Jumpgate could replace Join and Aggregation in any order, but we show bottom-up

ordering here. At the end, Jumpgate has computed the Staged Network Pipeline

shown in Figure 3.2. Pseudo-code for this algorithm is supplied in Appendix A.1.5.

This iterative compilation algorithm per se is not a contribution of this work;

other approaches could be taken here. Our contribution is to show how to use

the interfaces to map a dataflow request to a graph of NCAs. There is a breadth

of research in query plan optimization that could be applied, such as rules-based

replacement instead of search. We chose iterative replacement because it pro-

duces many candidate graphs so Jumpgate can pick the best one based on pre-

dicted throughput, device availability, or some future metric. Currently, Jumpgate

greedily picks the smallest graph so that operations are fused together as much as

possible.

Generating Network Tuple Formats

NTFs remove the need to (de)serialize data during runtime, and NCAs and clients

can generate code ahead of time to operate on them. NTFs address the issue of

NCAs only being able to operate on a limited amount of data and not being able to

deserialize complex formats. As they are inserted, NCA implementations generate

a network tuple format (NTF) derived from the output schema of the operations

they perform. Each NTF includes: a bit vector for null values, fixed-length binary

fields, and a variable-length section at the end. Strings are handled as offset/lengths

that point into the variable-length section. NTFs are query-specific. When a client

submits a job, Jumpgate returns the NTF layout the client will receive, encoded as

JSON, so the client can prepare its workers. Each NCA implementation configures

itself to send and receive the given NTFs, via a call to compile on the life-cycle

interface. While mapping the dataflow request to NCAs, if the NTF sent by a

candidate NCA cannot be consumed by a receiving NCA, then the candidate will
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not be inserted. If NTFs seem straight-forward, that is the idea: they are easy to

compute but remove complex (de)serialization from the data-path. We evaluate the

benefit and burden of NTFs for both client and NCA implementations in §3.5.

Prior work has created NCA-specific data formats, relying on software-based

converters to convert to and from this format, and they assume that there is only

one NCA in use. For instance, Cheetah [175] has a format specific to their pro-

grammable switch implementation of filtering that only supports fixed-length val-

ues, omits a null vector, and must include the number of columns in each packet.

Instead, NTFs are query-specific and implementation independent. NTFs can carry

all data needed for the query to subsequent NCAs, and are designed to allow NCAs

to pass tuples directly between one-another without conversion unless determined

by the operation. Jumpgate checks NTF compatibility at compile time to ensure all

NCAs can read their input.

Jumpgate generates NTFs with 8-byte-aligned fields for ease of configuring

hardware devices. NCAs that have specific fixed output formats, such as our pro-

grammable switch aggregator, output their NTF specification directly. Figure 3.2

shows the generated NTFs for our running example. For Jumpgate’s one-pass NTF

generation algorithm see Appendix A.1.6.

Executing Staged Network Pipelines

After compilation, Jumpgate has a staged network pipeline ready for execution.

Jumpgate executes staged network pipelines using the life-cycle interface of each

NCA instance (§3.3.4). The SNP is set up by calling compile, allocate,

configure on all NCA instances. Jumpgate proceeds to execute each stage,

calling execute on NCAs that run in the given stage, and waiting for the NCAs

to signal done before proceeding. The client receivers listen on sockets to receive

data from the network. Execution errors are caught and reported to the client (i.e.,

Apache Spark) via the HTTP endpoint. Jumpgate relies on the client to retry the

job.

In the running example (Figure 3.2), Jumpgate would first call execute on

NCA1 and NCA3, to populate NCA3’s hash-table. Once NCA1 and NCA3 sig-

nal “done”, Jumpgate executes NCA2 and NCA4, and NCA3 again to execute its
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probe stage. During the second stage, Spark workers will receive data. At the

end, NCA2-4 signal to Jumpgate that they are done. NCAs finish when they have

completed parsing their files or their input connections are closed. When NCAs

communicate via UDP, they send zero-length packets.

Summary In this section we explained our design contributions and illustrated

how a dataflow request from an analytics system is compiled to an SNP and ex-

ecuted on NCAs. The interfaces, SNPs, and NTFs come together to automate

previously manual processes to use NCAs.

3.4 Implementation
Jumpgate is designed to implement the compilation and orchestration mechanisms

needed to use NCAs and get them to work together. Since Jumpgate is not on

the data-path – i.e. it does not directly touch data moved between NCAs – we

are free to implement Jumpgate in any language without imposing much run-time

overheads. This design allows a implementation in a high-level language of ones

choice. For instance, I implemented Jumpgate in about 5,500 LoC of Python. This

chapter focuses on the novel contributions of Jumpgate, and does not detail all

of Jumpgate’s features. Jumpgate includes logic to measure operator throughput,

scale instances of NCAs based on historical throughput (based on DS2 [91]), and

utilities to help NCA implementations with code generation.

Other Clients – In addition to Spark, there are two other Jumpgate clients: a

Python client to aid in testing Jumpgate without requiring Spark, and a preliminary

Presto [169] client that can submit jobs and receive data from Jumpgate, but does

not yet compute jobs from it’s internal query representation.

NCA Implementations – We developed and integrated an aggregator NCA writ-

ten in P4 for the Barefoot Network’s Tofino switch ASIC to demonstrate that Jump-

gate works with programmable switches, detailed further in §3.5.6. To emulate the

operation of other accelerators, Jumpgate uses software-based NCAs written in C

that can support all operations that Spark offloads when running TPC-DS (§3.5).

Jumpgate uses simdjson [104] to parse JSON, and the ORC C++ Library to parse

ORC [25]. Jumpgate deploys and executes software-NCAs on remote machines

using SCP/SSH. Table 3.4 summarizes the NCA implementations, the operations
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they support, and the LoC to implement and integrate them into Jumpgate.

Lines of Code

Name Supported Ops NCA API CG

JSON scan-[agg] 505 283 175
ORC scan-[agg] 586 188 313
Join join-[project] 766 343 266
Agg [partial] aggregation 475 245 99
Shuffle shuffle 321 146 62
PS-Agg partial aggregation 700 186 -

Table 3.4: Jumpgate’s current NCA implementations, the operations they
support and the lines of code to implement: the NCA, the operator and
life-cycle interfaces (API), per-query code generation (CG). PS-Agg de-
notes the programmable switch aggregator, the other NCAs are software-
based. Square brackets denote optional operations the NCA can support.
Scan includes read with optional filter and project.

Scaling NCAs – Jumpgate scales NCAs two ways: internally – to set threads

counts for software NCAs – and externally – to create new instances of an NCA

and link it into the existing SNP. Jumpgate determines how much to scale NCA

using reported metrics and a technique adapted from DS2 [91]. DS2 computes the

needed parallelism of all streaming operators in a graph to meet a target processing

rate. The parallelism is derived using the each operator’s throughput and the time

each waits to send or receive data: too-slow operators are scaled up and too-fast

operators are scaled down. Jumpgate uses DS2 to compute the parallelism needed

to saturate storage bandwidth across the cluster, and then scales NCAs either inter-

nally or externally.

Currently, Jumpgate estimates an NCAs throughput by computing the mean

throughput of all past instances. In the future, throughput could be more accurately

estimated based on relevant factors: e.g., operation, size of each record, number

of filtered columns, aggregation expressions. During our evaluation, we found

that externally scaling parsers across machines was critical to take advantage of

available storage throughput. But, internally scaling other NCAs was sufficient for

our evaluation on small clusters. In the future, we plan to experiment with scaling
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operations on larger cluster sizes.

3.5 Evaluation
We evaluate the costs of using Jumpgate, including: overheads, ease of use, and

factors affecting end-to-end performance. Prior work demonstrated that NCAs can

be fast (§3.2), so it is not our goal to evaluate NCA implementations. Instead, our
goal is to validate our design decisions and explore the behaviour of pipelines
of NCAs. We show that: (1) using dataflow requests let analytics clients offload a

significant number of operations with relative ease, (2) the overhead of Jumpgate

is acceptable when processing high volumes of data, (3) Jumpgate can reduce data

sent to client analytics systems by orders of magnitude, (4) and this can translate

into improved query performance when NCAs can process data faster than the

baseline analytics system.

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

Workloads We use the TPC-DS benchmark [136, 153], which consists of 99 pa-

rameterized SQL queries over simulated retail store data representing analytics

queries used for decision-making. We use spark-sql-perf [47] to execute TPC-

DS queries in Spark; spark-sql-perf breaks up the 99 canonical TPC-DS queries

into 104 individual ones. When Spark uses Jumpgate, it transforms parts of these

queries into Jumpgate jobs, described further in §3.5.2. Spark hits resources limits

executing a couple of queries, so we exclude them from the evaluation. We gen-

erate TPC-DS data in JSON format at scale factor=100 (≈ 370GB uncompressed)

and ORC format at SF=1000 (≈ 387 GB compressed).

Hardware Setup We run Jumpgate on one machine, which receives jobs, com-

piles them, and then sends and executes compiled binaries on other machines in

the cluster. Our Spark master runs on the same machine as Jumpgate, and Spark

worker nodes run on the other machines in the cluster. Input data is stored on each

machine. We explain our machine details in the relevant sections.

Metrics We measure query execution time using spark-sql-perf’s built-in bench-

marking, which measures the end-to-end time of each query. One way NCAs can

improve analytics performance is by reducing the amount of data that client sys-
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tems process. We measure data read and processed by Spark and Jumpgate to show

this reduction. We measure lines of code (without comments) using cloc [14].

3.5.2 Client Integration: Apache Spark

Apache Spark 2.4.4 integration with Jumpgate was done in 2,200 LoC – a small

amount compared to Spark’s SQL modules, which comprise around 100,000 LoC.

This result suggests that adding Jumpgate offload to client systems will not be

onerous. Our changes can be broken down into four parts: offloading operators,

execution coordination, receiving data, and the offload threshold heuristic. Our

modifications were small, because Spark already includes code to manipulate ex-

pressions and query plans.

Query planning (1,100 LoC). Operations are offloaded from Spark’s query

planner [30] in a ’bottom-up’ manner, starting at the table scan: supported opera-

tions are offloaded if they receive from an offloaded operator, until an unsupported

operator is reached. Spark currently offloads scan, filter, projection, broadcast

hash-joins, and aggregations. Spark does not offload sort-merge-joins, top-k or

operations that reference results of subqueries.

Execution (450 LoC). Spark coordinates Jumpgate job submission with worker

nodes, so the job request includes listening network endpoints of the workers.

Receiving Data (550 LoC). We added code to receive data over TCP and UDP

sockets, as Spark workers read files (150 LoC). To receive data as fast as possible,

we used Spark’s code-generator to generate a parser for NTFs (400 LoC).

Offload heuristic (100 LoC). Jumpgate’s prototype has start-up overhead on the

order of seconds, so offloading queries with small datasets is not worthwhile. The

amount of data T that is worthwhile to process with Jumpgate is found by solving

an equation that estimates the execution time of both systems:

OverheadJumpgate +T/T hroughputJumpgate ≤ T/T hroughputSpark.

T hroughputJumpgate and T hroughputSpark are determined experimentally. T is

best computed per-core, so that as Spark is given more cores, it will use them

when needed. Spark’s current value of T is 700MB to offset a worst-case ≈ 6

seconds of overhead – a precise value is not too important because nearby values
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Operations allocated to:

Offload Spark Jumpgate Total

None 5,135 0 5,135
F 4,528 1,322 5,850
F,P 3,928 1,999 5,927
F,P,A 3,908 2,038 5,946
F,P,J 2,322 2,982 5,304
F,P,J,S,A 1,852 3,299 5,151

Table 3.5: Number of operations executed by Spark and Jumpgate when
Spark offloads different combinations of: Filter, Project, Join, Shuffle,
and Aggregate to Jumpgate. The total is not always equal to the orig-
inal total because Spark performs redundancy eliminations; offloading
removes some re-use opportunities.

will produce similar runtime for both systems. The heuristic offloads operations

when the offloaded job would process at least one dataset of at least T ×numCores

in size.

3.5.3 TPC-DS Study

We now look at characteristics of operations Spark is able to offload to Jumpgate.

Total Offloaded Operations To measure offloaded operations, we ran TPC-

DS queries on Spark and observed the jobs it sends to Jumpgate. Table 3.5 sum-

marizes the split of operations between Spark and Jumpgate as we vary operation

types to offload. With all supported operations offloaded and the offload threshold

disabled, Spark generates 3299 operations (≈ 60% of total Spark operations) across

853 jobs – the offload strategy can produce multiple jobs per query. This highlights

that the client interface can help to offload a significant amount of operations for

acceleration using NCAs.

Properties of NTFs: NCAs like programmable switches are limited in the

amount of data they can read from each packet [37, 166, 171], so we look at the

size of the network tuple formats sent to each operation. Fixed length NTFs make
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative distribution of the size of fixed-length network tuple
format for operations offloaded from TPC-DS. Filter and Project have
the same distribution and overlap.

up 60% of all NTFs (i.e., these NTFs have no strings). Figure 3.6 shows the cu-

mulative size for fixed length NTFs. 98% of fixed length NTFs are under 96 bytes.

This indicates that NTFs make it feasible to use programmable switches to process

many queries. NTFs with variable-length sections make up 40% of all NTFs and

the fixed length portion follows a similar distribution. This mix of fixed-length

and string data motivates developing NCAs that can operate on both fixed-length

and variable-length data. Further breakdowns of the field types that each operation

references and the number of strings in each NTF are given in Appendix A.1.7.

3.5.4 Jumpgate Overhead

This section looks at the setup and dynamic overheads of Jumpgate. We find Jump-

gate has (1) high set-up overhead due to its compile-everything approach, but (2)

low dynamic overheads during execution, so it will not get in the way of high

throughput operators.

To measure dynamic overheads, we configure Spark to offload all eligible oper-

ations from TPC-DS to Jumpgate (disabling offload threshold) and to use minimal

data (each input table contains only a single record). This experiment essentially

measures the time to receive “done” messages from NCAs and signal NCAs to

switch stages without measuring the throughput of NCAs. Here we use a 64-core
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Figure 3.7: CDF of breakdowns of static and dynamic overheads in Jump-
gate. Execution time is broken into four parts. The first three are static
overheads. (1) Request Mapping, the time to map a request to staged
network pipeline. (2) NCA compilation, the time for the NCAs in a job
to generate query code. (3) Life-cycle Setup, the time to upload and
start binaries on worker machines and to call allocate and configure to
get NCA endpoints. (4) Stage Execution, the time to actually run the
query, but since practically no data is processed for this test, it is dom-
inated by the overhead of Jumpgate calling execute and receiving
done callbacks.

machine to run Jumpgate, and deploy compiled NCAs to 4 machines.

Figure 3.7 shows a CDF breakdown of execution time for all 1205 offloaded

jobs in this setup. Spark without Jumpgate takes 11-950ms for the same test. Over-

all, static overheads are high, but are paid only at the start of a query. 95% of jobs

take less than 6s (mean 3.6s). Request Mapping takes 0.09-2.4s, depending on job

complexity. NCA Compilation takes 0.88-5s, when each NCA is compiled in par-

allel. Life-cycle Setup takes 1.5-5.8s, because of using SSH to transfer binaries and

start processes on remote machines. However, dynamic overheads are low: Stage
execution takes 13ms - 70ms for all jobs, depending on the number of stages in

each job. Low dynamic overheads shows that Jumpgate can get out of the way dur-

ing execution, so it is possible to benefit from high performance NCAs. We discuss

how to reduce static overheads in §3.6, but even if static overheads are not reduced,

the heuristic we added to Spark in §3.5.2 ensures static overheads are amortized.
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3.5.5 Performance: Understanding NCA Behaviour on Real Queries

This section explores how Jumpgate and NCAs behave when executing queries

and illustrates the main factors and bottlenecks that affect end-to-end performance

of queries. Here, we use software NCAs to explore this question because we lack

hardware implementations that can support every operation offloaded from TPC-

DS.

Experimental Setup. For this evaluation, we ran experiments on Microsoft

Azure LSv2 virtual machines as they provide NVMe drives to alleviate a bottle-

neck on input data. In these tests, the Jumpgate service and Spark master are run

on one node, and Spark workers and software NCAs are deployed to other nodes in

the cluster. This means that Spark and Jumpgate use the same compute resources.

When Jumpgate runs out of nodes to allocate a Software NCA, it over-subscribes

an existing node. This biases the findings towards Spark, as future Jumpgate de-

ployments would use accelerators in addition to the existing cluster. One con-

figuration uses four LSv2 nodes, with 8 cores each, that provides about 3.2Gbps

inter-machine bandwidth. However, we found inter-VM networking bandwidth to

be a bottleneck, and there was no way to allocate higher bandwidth network on the

VM without also increasing core counts per node. Instead, we test on a configu-

ration that uses a single 32 core LSv2 which could achieve 40 Gbps via loopback

networking, and we restricted Spark nodes and software NCAs to use 8 cores to

emulate the first configuration. At this time, no major clouds providers offer a

combination of high bandwidth and low core counts, so this is the best we could

do across cloud set-ups.

Understanding Jumpgate’s execution model, bottlenecks, and potential.
Figure 3.8 shows a timeline view of Jumpgate executing TPC-DS query 3. Q3

with and without Jumpgate has similar performance. To explain why, we first note

that NCAs operate as a parallel pipeline, forwarding data to subsequent NCAs and

forwarding to Spark. The fact that staged network pipelines are parallel pipelines

means that we can draw upon prior work on understanding and modelling them.

For instance, a pipeline’s throughput is limited by the throughput of its slowest

component [71, 91, 107]. Here, we see that since orc-2 spends most of its time

processing (orange fraction) and all other NCAs spend most of their time waiting
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Figure 3.8: Visualization of the timeline of Jumpgate’s execution of TPC-DS
Query 3. Time goes from left to right. The top Timeline bars break down
Jumpgate’s set-up and execution time for the job, and below this are the
NCAs used to execute the job. Red arrows show which NCAs send to
one another. The NCA with no outgoing arrows (shuffle-1), is the NCA
that transmits data to Spark. On each NCA bar, we show the fraction
of time it spent processing data (orange) and the time it spent waiting
to read or send data on the network (blue). The red vertical line shows
the time that Spark took without Jumpgate, and the orange vertical line
shows the time that Spark takes when using Jumpgate. Speed-up or
slow-down over Spark is shown at the top. The inset bar chart at the
bottom-right shows the data read from storage, materialized in memory,
and transmitted back to Spark for this query.

for data (blue fraction), that the ORC NCA was the bottleneck. The reason for

the ORC NCA’s performance is that while Jumpgate’s ORC parser uses the C++

implementation of the Apache ORC parser, and so is almost twice as fast as the

Java implementation used by Spark, the extra work of converting ORC parsed data

to NTF data offsets this advantage.

Figure 3.8 also shows us the data sent by each NCA and read from storage.

Here, we see that as data moves from the ORC NCAs towards spark (i.e. to-

wards the bottom), the data sent decreases dramatically. The inset bar chart com-
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pares the data volumes read by this query and received by Spark. The ORC parser

reads 25GB, which turns into 76GB after data is decompressed and materialized

in memory. This volume of data would normally have to be processed by Spark.

But when Spark uses Jumpgate, NCAs do this processing and Spark only receives

46KB, a 500,000x reduction compared to the compressed ORC input data, and a

1,600,000x reduction compared to the decompressed data.

This example shows there are two factors at play in understanding when of-

floading will be successful: (Factor 1) offloading will be successful when work is

reduced for the client system. In this case, this is reflected in how the volume of

data transmitted to Spark is reduced significantly by “summative” or filtering prop-

erties that are inherent in filters, joins, and aggregations operations. But, (Factor
2) benefiting from this reduction depends on the underlying NCA pipeline being

able to operate on a large volume of data more quickly than the client system. In

this example, the software-based ORC parser was not quite quick enough, so only

a small speed-up was seen. With a faster ORC to NTF parser, we would expect this

query to see more speed-up. Overall, the first factor can show us the potential for

offloading, while the second factor tells us if speed-up can be achieved in practice.

Now, we zoom out to look at these factors for all of our studied queries.

Factor 1: The potential for data reduction in TPC-DS Figure 3.9a shows

the CDF of data volume moved in all TPC-DS/ORC queries. Baseline Input (Disk)

and Baseline Input (Memory) show how much data Spark reads from disk and ma-

terializes in memory, and reflect the first two bars on the inset chart in figure 3.8

for all queries. When offloading, Jumpgate would instead read/materialize Base-

line Input data, and Spark would only receive and process Jumpgate data sent to

Spark, but NCAs need to process data in Jumpgate pipeline.

Figure 3.9b computes the ratio of data volume change per-query: Comparing

data received to compressed ORC data (orange dotted line) 60% of all queries have

reduction in data received by Spark compared to compressed ORC data. 50% see a

reduction greater than 4×, and 25% see a reduction over 2700×. Comparing data

recevied to ORC materialized in memory (green dashed line), 94% of all queries
see a reduction in data received by Spark and 50% of queries see a reduction

greater than 22×. Reduction in data read and materialized by Spark translates
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Figure 3.9: Data volume sent and received by Spark with and without Jump-
gate.

into less work for Spark to do. Lastly, data volume of Jumpgate’s NCA pipeline

is within 1−2x of the data materialized in memory (blue sold line), with inflation

due to joins matching multiple tuples.

Offloading tasks to Jumpgate has potential to be a win when data received

and processed by client can be reduced by orders of magnitude, and these results

show that can happen frequently in TPC-DS, even with a limited set of database

operations offloaded. These results also validate our decision to offload operations
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using the timeline charts (Figure 3.8). Higher is better.

Figure 3.10: Current performance of Software NCAs

‘bottom-up’ from storage, because we are able to capture a significant amount

of work to do from the client system. The cost of this reduction is that NCAs

must process this volume of data, and receive and send it over the network quickly.

Figure 3.9a shows the overall volume of data materialized in memory is on-par with

what would get written to the network when using NCAs. This gives a convenient
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rule of thumb for understanding the demands on the network if NCAs are in use.

Factor 2: The current performance when Spark uses Jumpgate for TPC-
DS Figure 3.10a shows the speed-up of offloading TPC-DS queries over JSON to

Jumpgate, using the 4-node experimental setup. We see that offloading to Jump-

gate improves performance by 1.16×−3.1× for 88 of the 104 queries, with the

mean improvement of 1.8×. This is because Jumpgate’s JSON parser is faster than

Spark’s due to Jumpgate’s use of simdjson [104] over Spark’s Java-based Jackson

parser. Nonetheless, the pipeline remains bottlenecked on JSON parsing because

it is generally quite slow.

Figure 3.10b shows the TPC-DS queries over the ORC format using the single

node, 32 core experimental setup. ORC is optimized for analytics performance,

and makes Spark more competitive with Jumpgate. Here, we used each query’s

timeline chart (see Figure 3.8) to determine the bottleneck of each query. Overall

we see that there is less speed-up than with JSON, and many queries are bottle-

necked on the ORC parser, as described earlier. Where we do see good speed-ups is

on certain aggregations. These aggregations have many unique keys which causes

many memory allocations, and the aggregate NCA uses a faster memory allocator

(tcmalloc [63]) than Spark.

We see significant slowdowns attributed to Spark because in these queries

Spark offloads only scan and filter operations and so the pipeline becomes bottle-

necked on Spark receiving a lot of NTF data. This underscores the role of Factor

1: offloading operations that ensure data reduction for the client will be key to

achieving speedup. When we investigated the query plans, we found this was due

to not offloading sort-merge joins from Spark which often preceded an aggregation

which would have reduced data received by the client. The worst slowdowns are

due to the Spark’s current offload heuristics, which remove some opportunities for

re-use from the query plan. In the future, Spark’s offload heuristics should be re-

vised to offload all joins, and to generally avoid offloading operations that won’t

bring an expected reduction in data size.

One thing we can learn from these experiments is that format parsing will be

important to accelerate in the future. We found ORC parsing and Spark’s NTF

format parsing were frequent bottlenecks. There are a variety of approaches to im-

prove format parsing, such as: changing the format altogether to eliminate parsing
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overheads, implementing format parsing accelerators in hardware, and optimizing

the format parser in software.

Performance goals for future accelerators. Finally, to estimate how quickly

future hardware accelerators would need perform, we can derive how much faster

the NCA pipeline should be to meet or beat Spark. To compute this, we scale

the overall throughput of the NCA pipeline by the ratio of Spark to Jumpgate

performance. This overestimates the performance requirements, because we as-

sume all slowdown can be attributed to NCA processing speed, and not to Spark’s

NTF receive path. We found NCA pipelines would have to work at 15.2 Gbps

for 90% of queries, and at 30.4 Gbps for all studied queries. Jumpgate’s software

NCA pipelines currently operate at a mean of 8Gbps, up to 17.6Gbps. 30 Gbps

is within the capabilities of a DPDK-based system (§3.5.6), 40 Gbps SmartNICs,

and Barefoot Network’s Tofino ASIC (6.4 Tbps). This is a promising result for the

feasibility of future NCAs development.

3.5.6 Performance: Programmable Dataplane Switches

We now look at how a programmable dataplane switch can be integrated into Jump-

gate, show that Jumpgate enables it to cooperate with software-based NCAs, and

show how it can be used to accelerate queries.

Integration. We implemented a partial aggregation operator that operates on

data in network tuple format received over UDP on a programmable dataplane

switch in P4 [38]. This operator performs a partial group-by operation over 64-bit

values, counting each unique occurrence, and producing a 32-bit or 64-bit sum-

mation. The aggregator does not support floating point arithmetic, a known lim-

itation [167]. This limitation unfortunately means it cannot be used for TPC-DS

queries as all TPC-DS aggregations work on floating point numbers.

The aggregator maintains a 64K entry hashtable using on-chip SRAM, and

relies on an upstream software-aggregator to perform the final aggregation. In case

of a hash collision, the operator forwards packets to the full aggregator. Our P4

implementation is ≈700 LoC. We integrated this operator into Jumpgate using
only 186 LoC, including detecting applicable operations and modifying control

plane rules in the switch.
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Performance. Experimental Setup – Since no cloud provider offers pro-

grammable switches, we deploy this set-up in our lab. We deployed the partial

aggregator using a 6.4Tbps switch equipped with the Barefoot Networks Tofino

ASIC [32]. We use dual NUMA node, 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2407 v2 servers

with 8 CPU cores, connected to the switch with Intel XL710 40GbE NICs. Since

TPC-DS queries only aggregate decimal values and cannot use this NCA, this ex-

periment uses a custom query: an aggregation over TPC-DS store sales at SF=100

that counts unique items and sums up sale price as a 32-bit integer. Dataplane

programmable switches always operate at network line-rate, and so the aggregator

can run at the speed of the switch hardware: 6.4 Tbps. End-to-end performance is

determined by how fast data can be sent to and received from the aggregator. To

illustrate, we ran two versions of this experiment:

Test #1. Integrated with Jumpgate – We submit the job to Jumpgate using our

Python client. Jumpgate automatically generates two software NCAs: one to parse

ORC and send NTFs towards the switch and another to receive NTF data from the

switch and perform a final aggregation. Jumpgate uses the lifecycle interfaces to

direct the switch to send data to the the IP/port of final aggregator. Partial aggrega-

tion reduces the output data volume by 43× to 2.29% of the original input stream.

But, the ORC parser sends each small packet via the send syscall, resulting in

low throughput (0.288Gbps) and no runtime improvement. This result echos our

findings in the prior section, the potential data reduction is high, but the limitations

of the ORC parsing NCA prevent us from seeing speed-up.

Test #2. Preliminary DPDK Versions – To remove network and storage format

bottlenecks, prior work uses DPDK to bypass the kernel to improve UDP send-

rates [111, 175]. DPDK is not yet fully integrated into Jumpgate, so we manually

updated the Jumpgate-generated network code for the ORC parser and aggregator

to use DPDK. We compare the software version of the NCA, where the parser and

aggregator run in software with the version where the aggregation is done on the

switch. In the software version, the sender transmits pre-recorded NTF packets

at up to 27Gbps, but the receiver aggregates at 12Gbps, limiting the sending rate

of the sender. The test completes in 1.5s. Using the switch to aggregate allows

the sender to run faster, completing in 0.8 seconds (a throughput of 27Gbps) for a

speedup of 1.8× over the software-only DPDK case.
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Putting these results in the framework from the previous section reinforces

how these two factors interact: Test #1 significantly reduced data sent to the client

(factor 1) but data could not be sent fast enough to see a performance difference.

Test #2 improved the send and processing rate (factor 2) so we could see a runtime

benefit from reducing data received by the client.

Overall, this test shows that Jumpgate can successfully use programmable switches,

but highlights the limitations of current hardware and the need to accelerate input

data parsing to achieve performance improvements discussed in the prior section.

Ideally, future aggregation NCAs would be able to handle floating point aggrega-

tions over integer and string data types so they could execute real queries.

3.6 Limitations and Discussion
Applicability of TPC-DS and Spark’s offloading heuristics. We present results

for TPC-DS, a standard analytics benchmark, but it only represents a particular

industry, and not all users of SQL. Not all queries will be able to be run on all

NCAs. We show how to characterize workloads to determine potential benefits

from using NCAs. We present results of TPC-DS as offloaded by our current Spark

heuristics. In the future, we could decide to offload more operations, such as sort-

merge-joins.

Focus on Apache Spark. The above sections focused on how Apache Spark

can use Jumpgate. However, Spark is not the fastest system at executing SQL

queries [52]. We chose Spark because of its popularity which is attributed to its

ability to mix general purpose computation with SQL queries and machine learning

operations. When Spark uses Jumpgate, users can continue to benefit from Spark’s

flexibility while analytics operations are offloaded to NCAs. Our evaluation shows

that Jumpgate can reduce data returned to any analytics system. Under the right

conditions – with NCAs that are faster than the analytics systems, and fast enough

software networking – other analytics systems could benefit from offloading to

Jumpgate.

We believe other analytics systems could integrate just as well with Jumpgate.

Presto [169] is an analytics system designed by Facebook for large scale data pro-

cessing. We are working to integrate Presto with Jumpgate: Presto can currently
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submit hand-coded jobs and receive data, but does not yet automatically compute

Jumpgate jobs. Presto has logical query plans similar to Spark and includes an

extensible query optimizer, so work is ongoing to have Presto create jobs automat-

ically.

Jumpgate’s static overheads. Reducing Compilation Time: Software NCAs

are compiled from scratch per-query to reduce runtime overhead. One way to

reduce compilation time is to pre-compile most code and link in query-specific

code produced by generating byte-code: HyPer [140] reduces compilation time

more than 10× using this technique. Reducing Life-cycle Setup: Jumpgate deploys

and executes software NCAs with SSH. In the future we plan to take advantage of

existing low-latency job execution systems.

Dependency on storage and network performance. Jumpgate relies on high

storage and network data rates, and operators must ensure that storage and net-

working resources are adequate to support high NCA performance. Jumpgate’s

data reduction means that client systems do not need to have high bandwidth.

Software NCA Limitations. Our software NCA implementations are simple,

but help to evaluate integration and to study behaviour of NCAs. Operator fu-

sion [130] is a well known idea that can further improve Jumpgate’s performance.

A production system based on Jumpgate will need to carefully trade off fusing

operations in software NCAs while utilizing hardware NCAs.

Network Transport Limitations. When using a programmable switch, NCAs

send UDP packets. Prior work shows how to address UDP unreliability in this

setting [85, 167, 175, 195]. Another limitation is the low performance of sending

small packets, which can be improved with kernel-bypass or in-kernel networking

(e.g., DPDK [50], XDP/eBPF [35, 74], Netmap [121]) or by developing NCAs that

can operate on larger packets that can be efficiently sent from user-space.

3.7 Opportunities for Future Work
Jumpgate contributes a framework that enables client systems to use NCAs and

allows NCAs to work together. These foundational capabilities open up a variety

of potential future work. We detail some potential future research opportunities in

this area that Jumpgate can support.
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Multi-device NCAs. Jumpgate does not restrict the implementation of NCAs

aside from requiring input and output to be directed toward network endpoints. We

see an opportunity for developing NCAs that mix software and hardware devices

at lower levels, while still communicating with other NCAs as if it was a single

NCA. For instance, a multi-device Join NCA might perform the build phase using

software to generate index structures (e.g., Bloom filters, B-Trees) and then de-

ploy these structures to hardware accelerators for the probe phase, which is often

much larger. This behaviour could be done transparently to Jumpgate while still

presenting as a single NCA.

Using Jumpgate to Explore Memory Grants for Disaggregated Systems.
Jumpgate makes very little assumptions about the transports used by NCAs. Jump-

gate treats the transport protocols and connection endpoint information used by

NCAs as opaque strings. This allows one to use Jumpgate to experiment with

and develop new alternative data transport protocols while using Jumpgate and its

clients to drive analytics workloads. Disaggregated data centre designs that de-

couple memory from compute have recently been proposed [18, 170, 192, 193].

Some of this work has discussed the possibility of a Rack-level MMU that could

transfer remote page ownership between devices, called memory grants [18, 192].

NCAs that exchange data via memory grants could be added to Jumpgate, and

Jumpgate could generate code and orchestrate execution as was shown above. This

proposal is compelling for two reasons: First, the proposed memory grant protocol

exchanges memory pages via RDMA, which could could help reduce the overheads

of software sending data on the network. Second, the access patterns of inter-NCA

communication are linear, so they could be a good match for disaggregated mem-

ory which suffers from high latency on un-prefetchable requests [193].

Low-latency Allocation and Scheduling. Jumpgate needs to reserve and al-

locate NCAs, and ideally they are allocated with respect to how they will commu-

nicate, localizing communication, likely to a single rack when possible. Choosing

the best set of NCAs from a larger pool to optimize communication will be an im-

portant issue. The challenge is that Jumpgate needs to reserve and allocate devices

quickly because it is on the critical path for query processing.

Job Merging and Cooperative Scanning. We noticed that many queries often

produced several Jumpgate jobs with scans against the same table with different fil-
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ter or aggregation criteria. But, Spark’s current Jumpgate offload strategy submits

one job at a time. Prior work shows that feeding several queries with a single scan

can be beneficial, but requires complex I/O scheduling [197]. However, because

NCAs are connected via the network, we see an opportunity to simply broadcast

the output of a scan to multiple NCAs. We envision experimenting with submit-

ting all jobs for a query simultaneously, to give Jumpgate an opportunity to merge

SNPs together and reduce the number of scans done against storage.

Re-writing queries for better applicability to NCAs. Jumpgate could re-

write jobs to be more appropriate for a given NCA. For instance, to enable the

P4-based aggregation to work over string keys, Jumpgate could re-write the job to

dictionary-encode each string, then aggregate over the dictionary ID column, and

then join the output against the dictionary. ACCORDA [57] showed how encoding

data into an intermediate form can make it much more appropriate for hardware

accelerators. In addition, clients could also potentially re-write their queries to be

more applicable, such as referencing alternate columns where possible.

Hardware acceleration for file formats. Jumpgate, like many systems, relies

on being able to read data quickly from storage, and we saw that performance can

suffer if data cannot be put on the network quickly enough. We also see an op-

portunity to evaluate and improve how quickly analytics file formats can be read

and written using hardware accelerators or simplified software. For instance, Al-

bis [178] showed how compressed formats like ORC take significant software over-

head to decompress and thus designed a simpler format that sacrificed more storage

space for faster software parsing.

Serverless Analytics Performing analytics on serverless platforms is attractive

because they offer vast computational resources on demand. However, serverless

analytics tasks communicate by writing intermediate data to storage, which can

limit scalability [97]. There is an opportunity to adapt techniques presented here to

serverless settings. Jumpgate’s software NCAs are good candidates for running on

serverless platforms because they generate native code that has few outside depen-

dencies and only maintain state while they run. The Staged Networked Pipeline

execution model provides a way for analytics tasks to communicate directly with-

out the need for intermediate storage, provided a serverless platform supports lis-

tening sockets and can guarantee concurrent execution. Recent work has lamented
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how current serverless platforms provide little in the way of performance isola-

tion [182], and a platform for allocating hardware NCAs could help.

3.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented the design and evaluation of Jumpgate, a system that solves

the extensive integration problem in using NCAs for data analytics. Jumpgate’s

interfaces enable integration of existing clients and NCAs. Spark integrates Jump-

gate in 2,200 lines of code and Jumpgate accelerates Spark by 1.12-3×.

3.8.1 War Stories

I want to conclude this section by discussing overall lessons learned while work-

ing on Jumpgate, and specifically what changed between Jumpgate as proposed in

Chapter 2 and Jumpgate as developed in Chapter 3.

Jumpgate began as an ambitious project to deliver on the potential for network

connected acceleration, inspired by earlier work that promised large speed-ups.

My early plans for the system included plans for such features as: (1) A compiler

that could target several different accelerators and automatically generate code for

each system without a lot of engineering work. (2) Topology aware scheduling of

NCAs that could optimize for throughput and data locality, perhaps through the

use of an SMT solvers. (3) Addressing the limited read window of programmable

dataplane switches by using a constraint solver to ensure that all required data

fields of a packet fell within the needed window. (4) Evaluating and developing

new transport protocols that could enable better interoperation with programmable

switches and software.

The first goal had to be reconsidered as access to hardware became a challenge,

and it became clear that each device could have very unique capabilities and would

require very device-specific ways of deploying the operations. Additionally, the

semantics of SQL do not map trivially to other languages. Special-case code had

to be produced for C, for example, to handle null values. Thus, the operator and

life-cycle interfaces were born to help abstract away this complexity and to allow

me to search for coauthors who could implement these separate devices. This

trade-off actually paid off, because it allowed me to split the work for developing
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NCAs between several people. I am grateful for Niloo Gharavi who helped on the

JSON parser, Joel Ahn who helped on the ORC parser, and Swati Goswami who

developed the aggregator for the programmable switch.

The second goal had to be reconsidered as having limited access to accelerator

hardware made the practice topology issues relatively straight-forward to address

– there simply wasn’t a big enough problem to solve yet. I also made an early

decision to connect NCAs using the IP layer, so that I could test many NCAs

locally on a single machine, and also deploy NCAs in any environment without

worrying about low level network connectivity. The topology allocation question

remains open, as described in future work.

The third goal was eventually dropped as I evaluated the first outputs from NTF

on TPC-DS. I discovered that most NTFs came far under the packet read window

on the Barefooot Tofino switch, so this was not a problem as I anticipated.

The fourth goal was cut short for lack of time. The programmable switch

tests in this paper use raw UDP, and other work has introduced simple reliability

mechanisms on top of this to address the rare dropped packet [167, 175, 195]. I

believe that such transports will still be important in the future and are worthwhile

to look into, especially as network connected accelerators begin to gain traction

and show further promise.
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Chapter 4

Practical Cross Program
Memoization with KeyChain

Previous chapters presented techniques for accelerating data ana-

lytics that compiled a client request to staged networked pipelines of

NCAs. This section presents another compiler-assisted technique for

accelerating analytics that re-uses previously computed results.

Cross program memoization (CPM) reduces resource utilization and improves

response times by enabling data processing systems to re-use previously computed

results between programs. An under-explored requirement to implementing CPM

in general purpose data processing systems like Apache Spark is computing iden-

tifiers for results of user-defined functions that are valid between programs while

avoiding degrading system performance when sharing is not possible. In this chap-

ter we describe and evaluate a technique, called KeyChain, that computes keys

for intermediate and final results of programs with user-defined functions. We use

KeyChain to implement CPM in Apache Spark, and show that KeyChain’s simple

design means it can be easily added to relevant systems, incurs low runtime over-

heads, and enables heuristic detection of equivalent programs so that CPM can be

added to more systems and useful results can be more widely re-used.

This chapter was accepted for publication at the 2018 IEEE Interna-

tional Conference on Big Data, and was awarded best paper [134].
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4.1 Introduction
Data intensive programs can be long running and expensive to execute, so it can

be quite beneficial to share previously computed intermediate and final results to

speed up future computations. For example, if Alice and Bobbie are exploring the

same data-set on the same infrastructure and Alice performs a join query that takes

a long time, it would be ideal if the results of Alice’s query are re-used when Bob-

bie runs the query. Similarly, if programs written by Alice and Bobbie perform

the same pre-processing steps, they should also share their results. In general, it is

desirable to share many previously computed results as widely as possible to im-

prove performance and reduce resource usage. Since users of these systems may

not even know if and when sharing can occur, the job of exploiting sharing oppor-

tunities falls to the execution system. Cross Program Memoization (CPM) is our
name for optimizations that enable programs run on shared infrastructure to
re-use computation performed by other programs.

In distributed data processing systems, cross program memoization (CPM) can

yield significant gains. Nectar [68] reports a reduction in cluster execution time

of up to 50% using CPM, SQLShare [83] estimates that 37% of their system’s to-

tal execution time could be saved and BigSubs [87] realizes up to 40% machine

time reduction on production clusters at Microsoft. Despite these successes, a core

part of CPM implementations has remained under-explored in the literature: low-

overhead techniques to compute identifiers (keys) for the results of final and inter-

mediate computations with user-defined functions (UDFs). Such keys are needed

to search for and look up results in a cache and to track metadata about previous

computations, such as if a result should be cached next time it is computed.

Low-overhead key computation and CPM implementations are important be-

cause the potential to share results can vary widely between deployments. Ren et al

[160] study a few deployments shared by researchers and find that different users

share less than 1% of files, probably because each user was working on separate

projects. Nectar’s evaluation of automatic caching in production clusters shows

some deployments experience less than 10% reduction in runtime, but others ex-

perience up to 50%. SQLShare [83] ran a long-term study on usage patterns of

SQL-as-a-service and found that CPM could reduce total execution time by 37%,
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but most queries could either significantly benefit from sharing with a 90% reduc-

tion in execution time, or benefit very little, less than 10%.

Deployment-dependent variation in sharing potential presents an awkward choice

to either require every deployment to somehow analyze benefits before enabling

CPM, or leave it disabled and potentially miss out on beneficial opportunities. To

break out of this dichotomy, we need key computation techniques and, more
generally, CPM implementations that have low overheads so that sharing can
be enabled by default in order to put all deployments in a position to exploit data

sharing when it occurs. Despite this need, Nectar did not report overhead of their

key generation or CPM implementation and Incoop [36], an incremental process-

ing system, can increase an application’s running time by 5-22%, a high price when

no benefit is to be had1.

Data processing systems like Apache Spark support UDFs so that users can

perform arbitrary computations on data (§4.2.1). To increase sharing potential, a

system would ideally detect if UDFs used in different programs are equivalent2 so

that it could more widely re-use results produced by UDFs. Systems that execute

SQL are able to do this by analyzing query syntax [103, 108, 109, 164]. In contrast,

UDFs are often written in the same general purpose language as the execution layer,

so it is not immediately clear how the execution layer can detect UDF equivalence

without implementing its own parser and compiler.

4.1.1 Contributions

This chapter describes and evaluates a technique, called KeyChain, that computes

keys for intermediate and final results of programs. We show this core component

of CPM can be easily added to an existing system, incurs low runtime overheads,

and enables heuristic detection of equivalent programs so data can be widely re-

used. Figure 4.1 shows how KeyChain sits within a generic execution layer. Key-

Chain generates string-based keys that represent the intermediate and final results

of data processing programs. Keys are valid across programs, so that different

1Incremental processing systems are usually applied on a per-application basis when the utility is
known a-priori, so they are more tolerant to overheads on the initial execution.

2Since program equivalence is undecidable [177], the system would take a heuristic approach to
keep overheads low.
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Figure 4.1: Example execution layer augmented with KeyChain. Dotted lines
show the generation and use of KeyChain keys in the system.

programs can re-use other program’s results. KeyChain generates keys before the

program is run by hashing together representations of input metadata, communi-

cation patterns, and the UDF bytecode. The execution layer of the data processing

system can use these keys to find and store re-usable data in any storage system.

KeyChain addresses the challenge of computing a key that identifies the results

of computations. We use KeyChain to implement a simple CPM in Apache Spark

that enables sharing of previously cached results. We do not focus on determining

which data to cache to achieve the best cost-benefit trade-offs as this important

aspect has been covered extensively by prior work in memoization and automatic

materialized view selection [17, 68, 87, 103, 108, 109, 164, 188] (§4.6). KeyChain

compliments this prior work by enabling systems to find more reusable data.

By presenting an evaluation of the feasibility and simplicity of KeyChain, we

hope to encourage the wider adoption of CPM so that systems can share more

data, reduce operating costs, and improve user experience. To this end, we make

the following novel contributions:

Simple Design. KeyChain is designed (§4.3) to be simple but effective so that CPM

can be easily added to existing data processing systems that implement the DAG
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computational model (§4.2.1). We added KeyChain to Apache Spark’s caching

layer (§4.2.2) in under 2100 lines (§4.4) that enables CPM for its existing in-

memory cache (§4.5.2). The UDF hashing library and Spark implementation are

open-source so that others can re-use and extend our work.

Low Overhead. KeyChain uses low overhead techniques to compute keys and

the overheads grow with program size, not the data-set size. For example, prior

work [36, 68] uses a hash of the input data as the input representation, requiring

significant I/O costs to compute a key. Instead, KeyChain shows how to use input

meta-data (e.g. a filename or query string) while still ensuring the computed keys

reflect the most up-to-date input data. Our tests show KeyChain hashes UDFs

in under 350ms (avg. 2ms) and our evaluation on TPC-DS [136, 153] shows no

significant impact on query times when no sharing occurs. Low overhead means

CPM can always be enabled because we pay almost nothing when sharing does not

occur, but benefit significantly when sharing does occur (§4.5.4).

Evaluation of compiler-assisted UDF equivalence. Prior work [76, 95, 150] has

shown it is possible to leverage existing compilers to heuristically detect function-

ally equivalent programs that are syntactically different. KeyChain’s UDF hashing

(§4.3.2) shows that we can use compiler-assisted equivalence detection to share

data between some functionally equivalent UDFs, even if their syntax differs. To

measure how well this effect works in Spark and motivate its use in other systems,

we contribute a new benchmark suite to evaluate this property, called syntactic

resilience, for different compilers (§4.5.3).

4.2 Background and Motivation

4.2.1 DAG Computation Model

Many popular distributed data processing systems represent computations as a di-

rected acyclic graph (DAG), such as MapReduce [48] and Apache Spark [191]. In

a DAG, each node represents an operation that produces data, and an edge from

node x to y means that the output of x is used as input to y. DAGs enable an execu-

tion layer to understand data dependencies, which aids fault tolerance in the event

of data loss, as well enabling optimization and scheduling decisions to be made
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before the program is executed.

For KeyChain, there are two important classes of DAG nodes: Input nodes and

Transformation Nodes. Input nodes represent data read from some outside source,

such as a network filesystem, database, or even randomly generated data. Input

nodes have no incoming edges in the DAG, because they produce data from outside

the computation model. Transformation nodes represent an operation applied to the

node’s input data to produce output data. Operations are defined as a combination

of communication pattern (such as map, filter, reduce, and join) and a user defined

function (UDF).

UDFs are an important part of the DAG computation model because they en-

able users to perform arbitrary computations on data, such as specialized transfor-

mations of input data objects, custom business logic, and development of new data

mining and machine learning algorithms. To enable this flexibility, UDFs are writ-

ten in a general purpose programming language, such as Java or Scala for Spark,

and C/C++ for the original MapReduce [48]. UDFs provide such flexibility that

Spark itself implements high level operations by combining UDFs with its lower-

level operators such as building a join operation out of map and reduce.

As Spark and MapReduce do, this work assumes that UDFs are deterministic.

Deterministic UDFs enable efficient fault tolerance mechanisms because any lost

data can simply be re-computed using the information stored in the DAG. Neither

Apache Spark or Hadoop MapReduce actually check UDFs for determinism, but

we found this assumption to hold in all data processing programs we encountered.

4.2.2 Spark: A Motivating Example

Apache Spark is a distributed implementation of the DAG computation model3. In

Spark, users use a simple API to compose together nodes. This DAG model also

serves as the physical execution layer for higher level Spark APIs, such as Spark

SQL and Dataframes [77]. In Spark, data in each node is not materialized until a

user requests the data. At this time, the Spark execution layer will pipeline several

transformations from related nodes together to produce an execution plan of stages

to be executed.
3DAG nodes are called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) by the Spark authors
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Figure 4.2: How a key is generated by KeyChain.

To improve performance, authors of Spark programs can materialize and cache

data of an important node to speed up subsequent computations4. As fig. 4.1 il-

lustrates, when a node is to be materialized, the execution layer checks for any

cached data that could be used, and if found, incorporates the data into the ex-

ecution plan. However, data and computation duplication occurs because Spark

identifies cached data using increasing integer IDs assigned to each DAG node.

Since different Spark programs assign the same IDs for different data, it is not

possible to share data between programs, even when they have equivalent nodes5.

To share cached data more widely, we use KeyChain keys to identify cached

data so that equivalent nodes will be assigned the same key. As we will show in the

evaluation, this helps to share data when the same program has multiple equivalent

nodes or when different programs have equivalent nodes.

4.3 KeyChain
KeyChain generates strings that represent a DAG node’s output, which we refer

to as keys. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of how KeyChain computes a key:

string representations of the communication pattern (§4.3.1), UDF (§4.3.2), and

input data (§4.3.3) are combined into strings that represent each node. The string

that KeyChain generates is: KeyChain(node) = ‘<communication pattern>

<UDF> <input metadata>’. This key can be used to query any storage sys-

4Usually intermediate data is cached in memory, but it could also be serialized and written to an
external storage system.

5Nodes are equivalent if they share the same input data, communication pattern, and UDF, thus
producing the same output.
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tem to find previously computed results that can speed up the computation.

Keys for all DAG nodes are computed before the DAG is executed so that

the cache can be checked for prior results. Prior work can also use this key to

identify results that are useful to cache (§4.6). Keys are computed starting from

the input nodes, and the key of input nodes is used as the input data representation

for transformation nodes (§4.3.3). The next sections describe the representations

KeyChain uses for input, communication patterns and UDFs.

4.3.1 Communication Pattern Representation

As described in §4.2.1, a communication pattern is an operation such as map, group

by, or reduce, and this name can be used as the string representation. For instance,

the ‘map‘ string describes a map operation that applies a UDF to each element. If

the communication pattern takes any extra parameters that affect the output, such

as the hash key for a shuffle operation, those parameters should be included in the

string. (§4.3.3).

4.3.2 UDF Hashing

A hash of the UDF is used as the UDF string in the key. Assuming the program is

deterministic (§4.2.1), source code or any executable representation can be passed

to the hash function. For the JVM (Java Virtual Machine), the best representa-

tion we found was the bytecode of the UDF because: (1) Overheads are low be-

cause bytecode is already produced during compilation, so KeyChain only needs

to hash it. (2) Bytecode is less sensitive than program source to syntax variations

like white-space, variable names, and comments, which means some functionally

equivalent programs can share data, investigated further in §4.5.3. (3) Bytecode is

accessible to programs running on the JVM (§4.4). To further reduce runtime over-

head in the future, it is possible for compiler to hash the bytecode at compile time.

For instance, we developed an LLVM pass that hashes each function at compile

time and stores the hash for lookup via function pointer at runtime.

The hash should capture the entire behaviour of the UDF, so our implementa-

tion hashes the UDF and all its callees. If a function is common across all programs

in the system (such as the Java standard library) it is possible to skip hashing these
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functions and just include the fully qualified method name since no information

about program behaviour would be lost.

4.3.3 Input Representation

We break computing input representations into two cases: input originating from

outside the DAG, and from other nodes.

Internal Data: Chaining

To represent input from other nodes in the DAG, KeyChain uses the key of the node

that supplies the input, called chaining. For example, if node x takes input from

node y, then Key(x) = ‘<communication pattern> <UDF> Key(y)’. Since

the key of input nodes is computed before other nodes, Key(y) will be known when

Key(x) is computed. Chaining enables computation of the key for all nodes in a

large DAG without executing any parts of the DAG.

In the next section (§4.3.3), we describe a case where the system falls back to

assigning DAG nodes integer based IDs (i.e. not KeyChain). All DAG nodes that

receive input from nodes with integer IDs must also be assigned integer IDs and

are not able to use KeyChain because integer IDs are not valid across programs

(§4.2.2).

Outside Data: Origin Descriptors

The string representation of input data needs to encode when the input data last

changed, so that out-of-date cached data will not be referenced. For instance, when

a file is cached and the file contents change, a different key should be used to search

for file so that old data is not referenced. Prior systems such as Nectar and Incoop

accomplish this by using a hash of the data as the representation, which ensures

the representation reflects the latest data, but significant I/O costs will be incurred

to read large inputs (although the filesystem can be modified to compute this hash,

as in Incoop).

Instead, KeyChain uses an origin descriptor (OD) to represent outside data.

ODs should: (1) describe where the data came from (i.e. the file path) and (2)

include when the data was last changed, or the timeframe it is valid for (i.e. the
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file’s last modified time). Since the OD is computed whenever the key is computed,

the key will reference the up to date data.

The exact way ODs are computed depends on the metadata available for a

particular storage system. When the storage system does not have metadata about

when data was last modified, the user could specify a time window for acceptably

up-to-date data. For instance, a database query of total revenue might be acceptably

up to date so long as it includes yesterday’s sales, and this could be reflected in the

OD as: ‘<query string> <current day/month/year>’. If users of

different programs read the same data, but disagree on the acceptably up-to-date

value, their programs will compute different keys and not share data.

If neither of the above approaches are possible because the storage system

doesn’t provide a last modified time and the program must read the most up-to-

date data, this is a sign that the program and data it produces might not be suitable

for memoization. In this case, we should also avoid hashing input. When Key-

Chain detects that there is no OD, it falls back to simple integer IDs as described

in §4.2.2.

The one advantage that hashing data brings over the above techniques is that

hashing data can ensure programs will share data even when they read from logi-

cally different places, such as duplicate files. Incoop relies on the storage system

hashing stored data. KeyChain does not require that data is hashed, but could use

a hash as the origin descriptor, if present.

Random Input Data

Random data can be generated two ways: by input nodes, or by a UDF in a transfor-

mation node. Generating random data in a UDF introduces non-determinism and

is usually avoided when writing data processing programs (§4.2.1,4.3.4). How-

ever, random data is often generated by an input node, such as when initializing

machine learning algorithms or generating test data. Since pseudo random number

generators are deterministic with respect to their parameters [185], KeyChain as-

signs these nodes an OD that includes those parameters, such as the name of the

algorithm, the seed, and the size of data generated.
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4.3.4 KeyChain Assumptions and Limitations

Some limitations of KeyChain stem from limitations of UDF hashing: (1) Pro-

grams compiled by different compilers that produce different output will never

match. (2) There is no guarantee that functionally equivalent programs will pro-

duce the same hash. If a compiler produces different output for equivalent pro-

grams that have minor syntax differences, then data can only be shared between

UDFs that have exactly the same syntax. These limitations don’t cause fundamen-

tal issues for CPM (sharing is still possible), but it is ideal to share data between

programs that are functionally equivalent even if they are not syntactically identi-

cal. We investigate this further in §4.5.3.

KeyChain assumes that it is possible to access a hash of UDF bytecode. Byte-

code is easily available at runtime from the JVM, but we are not aware of this

feature in other languages/runtimes aside from the experimental pass we devel-

oped for LLVM. We hope that KeyChain leads to interest in adding such capability

to other systems.

As discussed in §4.2.1, KeyChain assumes that UDFs are deterministic: that a

program’s output is determined by its source code and input. KeyChain does not

add any program requirements, because this assumption is already made by Spark,

MapReduce and others to enable fault tolerance.

Security – KeyChain does not enforce access control. An attacker could com-

pute or guess a key for a file path they cannot access and try to read the data from

a cache. Enforcing access control on cached data is challenging as access control

is very deployment dependent. One way to enforce access control to cached data

would be to ensure it can only be read by users that can access the original data.

If a storage system is unable to enforce such access control, the cached data could

be encrypted, and the encryption key(s) made available to those with the proper

access rights.

4.4 KeyChain in Apache Spark
This section describes our implementation of KeyChain in Apache Spark 2.2. Since

one contribution of this work is showing the simplicity of a CPM implementation,

we describe our implementation, some challenges we encountered, and what made
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it simple. Overall, we wrote under 2100 lines of code, including a UDF hashing

library for the JVM (<1000 lines) (§4.4.1) and modifications to Spark’s execution

layer to enable KeyChain (§4.4.2) and transfer data between Spark contexts (§4.4.3)

(<1100 lines). None of the changes require modifications to existing Spark pro-

grams. Our changes to Spark are publicly available6.

4.4.1 UDF Hashing Library

We wrote a UDF hashing library in Scala, and have made it publicly available7.

Usage. The library provides Hash(func), which accepts a reference to a JVM

function and returns a string containing its hash. When a node is added to the DAG,

Spark passes the node’s UDF to Hash and stores the result.

Implementation. Hash uses the ASM analysis framework [144] to read the byte-

code of the function and its callees. Class reflection [142] is used to find and

hash all referenced variables. Hash applies filtering to remove unnecessary de-

tails from ASM’s output (below), and passes the remainder to a cryptographic hash

(SHA256). To improve performance, Hash caches previously hashed function

bytecode (but not variable values).

Challenges. The largest challenge in using the UDF hashing library is ensuring

that hashes don’t needlessly vary. One way this happens is that Spark assigns

a random UUID [186] to each JVM and tags all SQL expressions with it, making

otherwise equivalent UDFs produce different hashes. To find such problems, Hash

can output a JSON trace and our library includes tools to compare traces. We used

traces to identify the UUID issue, and added filters to exclude hashing the UUID.

4.4.2 Execution Layer Modifications

Key computation. Since Spark implements the DAG model, it was simple to add

KeyChain to the execution layer. Spark already has the information needed for

KeyChain to compute keys and the program structure to chain keys from input

nodes. Communication pattern strings were taken directly from Spark’s names for

DAG operations. Origin Descriptors were added for input nodes that read from

6https://github.com/craiig/spark-keychain/tree/branch-2.2-keychain
7https://github.com/craiig/keychain-tools/tree/master/udf-hash
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HDFS and local files. UDFs were hashed using our library.

Using keys to identify data. As described in §4.2.2 and shown in fig. 4.1, Spark’s

execution layer indexes the cache using the integer ID of each DAG node to be

materialized. Instead, we modified Spark to use keys generated by KeyChain. We

retained the ability to use numeric IDs for cases where we could not compute or

did not implement an origin descriptor (§4.3.3). Spark computes the IDs for every

DAG node once so it does not add lots of extra computation to call KeyChain to

generate keys. Overall, to support the entirety of TPC-DS, we added KeyChain to

26 different DAG node types in Spark, with each change averaging 14 lines.

Handling complex operations Our treatment of Spark’s shuffle operation high-

lights how simple adding KeyChain can be, even with complex code. Shuffle is an

all-to-all communication primitive used to implement reduce, group by, and join

operations. Shuffle requires the movement of many data blocks between worker

nodes, and each block is tracked using a numeric ID. We could have changed the

shuffle implementation to use KeyChain keys for shuffle block IDs, but this was not

necessary because only the final result of the shuffle is useful to cache. Instead of

deeply modifying the shuffle implementation, we just used KeyChain to compute

a key for the final output.

4.4.3 Cross Instance Sharing

Users often share a single Spark context, allowing them to share data that is cached

in the same process, but users also use separate contexts for resource isolation.

To enable sharing between separate contexts, we modified Spark so contexts can

query one-another for cached data. So that applications do not inadvertently share

data identified by numeric IDs, only KeyChain keys are requested from other con-

texts. (§4.2.2). In our current implementation, contexts are manually linked via an

API call and no access control checks are performed when sending cached data to

another context. Sharing between contexts requires extra computation to serialize

and transfer the data to another context (§4.4.4), evaluated in §4.5.2.
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4.4.4 KeyChain in Spark Limitations

The largest issue with adding CPM (via KeyChain) to Spark is that the lifetime of

cached data can be short. Data in Spark’s in-memory cache is managed by an ap-

plication (driver in Spark terminology), so cached data is lost when an application

shuts down. However, applications can be long lived when they are used interac-

tively, such as when Spark is used in a shared notebook system like Jupyter [156]

or Zeppelin [29]. To extend the lifetime, cached data could be stored on external

storage such as HDFS [22] or Alluxio [16] with KeyChain being used to compute

the filenames, so data can be found by later applications.

Like Spark itself, we rely on the programmer (or a higher level library) to mark

useful results to cache. Prior work has shown how to automatically decide what to

cache, and even how to re-write programs to achieve better sharing, so we did not

investigate these issues in this work (§4.6).

The main drawback of reading cached data from other Spark instances or from

a network file system is that serialization and deserialization overheads can greatly

impact the speedup achievable from sharing (§4.5.2). Serialization overhead in

Spark has been investigated by Ousterhout et al. [143] and Neutrino [188], and

Skyway [141] presents a way to reduce JVM serialization overheads.

4.5 Evaluation
First, we show a situation where data sharing occurs to show how CPM (as im-

plemented by KeyChain) can help to achieve more data sharing and high speedups

thanks to the re-use of cached data (§4.5.2). Next, we show how UDF hashing can

identify some functionally equivalent programs, so that sharing can occur in more

situations (§4.5.3). Finally, we show that the overheads of KeyChain are negligible

so it can be safely enabled even when data sharing may not occur and systems and

users can benefit from CPM when sharing does occur (§4.5.4).

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

Test machines. We ran the tests in §4.5.2 and 4.5.4 on a machine with two 2.6

Ghz AMD Six Core Opteron 2435 processor with 32GB of RAM with a 160GB

7200rpm HDD used to store Spark shuffle data. For our larger scale tests in §4.5.4,
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we used Microsoft Azure, described later.

Spark. We tested an unmodified version of Spark 2.2 and our KeyChain implemen-

tation in Spark. For brevity in this section, we call our modified version KeyChain.

We setup Spark to use all cores and all available memory. For our interprocess tests

in §4.5.2, each instance used half the available memory.

Benchmarks and Test Data. For a source of realistic data and queries, our tests

use TPC-DS [136, 153], a benchmark designed to represent modern decision sup-

port tasks, including ad-hoc and reporting queries. TPC-DS includes query and

data generators. We used the TPC-DS benchmarking framework from Databricks [47]

configured to generate and use Parquet [26] format data.

Avoiding JVM bias. Most of our tests ran on the JVM, which has a just-in-time

compiler (JIT) that optimizes the program as it runs and a garbage collector that

runs across allocated memory. To ensure consistent results (but not necessarily

the best performance), we restart the JVM after each test so that later tests do not

benefit from prior tests warming up the JIT optimizer [33, 116] and so that later

tests are not hindered by the garbage collector cleaning up memory allocations

performed by earlier tests. For our TPC-DS tests, we restarted the JVM after each

full run of all queries.

4.5.2 How KeyChain Enables More Sharing

To highlight the gains that CPM can achieve through sharing data more widely, we

perform a series of experiments to mimic an interactive use of Apache Spark in a

context where data sharing occurs. Returning to the example from the introduction,

we simulate Alice and Bobbie beginning to explore a data-set and running the same

tasks: (1) scanning the TPC-DS store sales table and caching it in memory

for faster access, and (2) joining store sales to the customer table and then

caching those results in memory. Both tasks are written using the Spark Dataframe

API. Our tests were run on a 2GB dataset on a Spark instance with 13GB in-

memory cache.

Performance improvements of caching. Table 4.1 shows the overall performance

of Alice and Bobbie running both tasks. Alice runs her query first and the data is

loaded and cached in memory (Cache Miss in table 4.1). When Bobbie runs the
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same tasks, they re-use the data loaded by Alice (Cache Hit) leading to a 189x and

281x speedup for each task.

Table 4.1: Performance of cache hits and misses for both example queries
where the data is shared within a process.

Shared Process Scan Join
Cache Miss 39±4.8s 101±2s
Cache Hit 0.21±0.02s 0.36±0.02s
Speedup 189x 281x

Table 4.2: Performance of cache hits and misses for both example queries
where the data is shared between processes.

Interprocess (Serialized) Scan (s) Join (s)
Cache Miss 151±6s 98±3s
Cache Hit 56±2 22±1

Cache Hit w/ Data Xfer 69±6s 27s±1.1s
Hit Speedup 2.6x 4.4x

Hit w/ Data Xfer Speedup 2.2x 3.6x

Table 4.3: Cache hits and miss achieved in different sharing scenarios.

Same Code Spark Hit Hit
KeyChain Hit Hit

Same Process Spark Miss Miss
KeyChain Hit Hit

Diff. Process Spark Miss Miss
KeyChain Hit Hit

The above speedups are high because data is re-used from the same process

without serialization or data transfer overhead. Table 4.2 shows the performance

when data is serialized in memory and transferred to another process on the same

machine. When serialized data is read from the same process, speedups drop to

2.6x-4.4x, and to 2.2x-3.6x when serialized data is transferred to another process.
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High serialization overheads are endemic to Spark, and not due to anything added

by KeyChain. Not all systems will have such high interprocess overhead.

KeyChain’s increased sharing potential. Now, we look at if sharing will occur

when Alice and Bobbie run their tasks in different sharing scenarios, and how CPM

(as implemented by KeyChain) can achieve more cache hits than unmodified Spark.

One way that these scenarios occur in practice is when users are using interactive

notebooks like Jupyter [156] or Zeppelin [29], which allows users to work collab-

oratively on the same code or just share a connection to a single Spark context.

Table 4.3 shows the results. Same Code is when Alice and Bobbie are collaborat-

ing to write the same program and can reference each other’s variables. This is the

only case in which unmodified Spark can make use of cached data. Same Process
and Diff. Process are when Alice and Bobbie write completely separate code, but

that code is run in either the same or different process. KeyChain achieves more
cache hits than Spark because KeyChain enables cross program memoization.

4.5.3 Syntactic Resilience Evaluation

This section investigates how compilers transform syntactically different but func-

tionally equivalent input programs into the same output, a property we call syntac-

tic resilience. If the compiler produces the same output for equivalent programs,

then the UDF hash is the same, and computation can be shared across equivalent

programs written by different users. Our goals in studying syntactic resilience is to:

(RQ1) justify our choice of hashing UDF bytecode versus using program source,

(RQ2) understand the limitations of using compiler output to detect program equiv-

alence, and (RQ3) measure the current syntactic resilience of different compilers.

Methodology

One way to measure syntactic resilience is to collect real-world programs, man-

ually verify (or create) equivalent UDFs, and then check if a compiler produces

identical outputs. However, this does not help predict whether or not this effect

will generalize to other UDFs that are not in the test set. Therefore, we developed

a test suite to test compiler’s resilience to specific syntactic variations to better

understand the limitations of each compiler and syntactic resilience in general.
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To create our test suite, we surveyed several sources (described below) to create

a corpus of 64 syntactic variations that can be applied to change a program’s syntax

without changing its functionality. For each variation, we derived a test case of at

least two code snippets, where the variation has been applied to the first to create

the second. Table 4.4 lists some of these variations and example test cases. We

have made our benchmark publicly available8.

We do not claim our set of variations is exhaustive, but we do cover a larger

variety of non-functional syntactic differences than prior work. Prior evaluations

of syntactic resilience [76, 95, 150, 165] tested variations that change a programs

functionality, such as adding a postfix increment operator to every variable refer-

ence and biased their results by repeatedly testing the same variation sometimes

thousands of times.

We briefly describe our sources, why we chose them, and how we derived

variants from each. We have made our full methodology and source data available,

with direct links provided as footnotes on each source.

Source 1: TPC-DS9 (7 test cases). To identify variations that can appear in data

processing programs, we surveyed all expressions from TPC-DS and considered

ways to re-write them while still retaining functional equivalence, and then added

those variations to the corpus. For instance, if an expression included a commu-

tative binary operator, then the operands could be swapped, which resulted in us

adding the Swap Operands variation to the corpus.

Source 2: Compiler Documentation10 (41 test cases). Since syntactic resilience

is dependent on a compiler’s optimizations, we exhaustively surveyed LLVM and

GCC’s optimizations and canonicalizations [62, 120]. When an optimization would

transform equivalent code into the same output, such as LLVM and GCC’s tree re-

association pass that canonicalizes mathematical expressions, we included a varia-

tion to test that optimization. Compiler optimizations are not guaranteed to produce

the same output as a hand optimized version, but we find many do. We chose not

to include some optimizations when the resulting test case would simply compare

an unoptimized version to a hand optimized version that we felt was unrealistic for

8https://github.com/craiig/keychain-tools/tree/master/resilience eval
9https://github.com/craiig/keychain-tools/tree/master/tpcds analysis

10https://github.com/craiig/keychain-tools/tree/master/compiler analysis
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a programmer to write, such as auto-vectorization or jump-threading.

Source 3: Related Work11 (11 test cases). TCE [150] tested against a set of man-

ually verified equivalent programs taken from real world code. We grouped these

equivalent programs into 11 test cases that tested distinct variations. We excluded

TCE test cases that overlapped with existing tests in our corpus, but kept tests that

were more complex than our prior test cases to evaluate real-world examples.

Source 4: Miscellaneous. The remaining 5 tests in our suite include a test for

resilience to whitespace, if(x!=0) equivalence to if(x), associative constant

folding, pointer dereference equivalence to array indexing, and a for-loop with a

single iteration.

Studied Compilers. We evaluate several compilers because while Java and Scala

are used by Apache Spark, this is not the only choice for data processing systems.

Data processing systems that compile to native code can outperform JVM-based

systems [53, 140], so we test GCC and Clang (LLVM) to see if they are a better

choice for equivalence checking. To ensure the code snippets were consistent in

each compiler, we ported tests to each language with template-based code gener-

ation. Scala lacks a post- and prefix increment operators, so our Scala test skips

those tests. To measure resilience, we compile each variant with each compiler

and hash the output. For Java and Scala we use the UDF hashing library from

KeyChain (§4.4.1). For Clang/GCC output we hash the assembly output.

Results

We classify how well a compiler successfully performs on each test based on the

number of unique outputs relative to other compilers. Pass (P) is when a compiler

produces one unique output from a number of unique input programs. Qualified
Pass (QP) is when a compiler produces more than one unique output, but no other

compiler produces fewer. Qualified passes ensures we don’t penalize compilers for

difficult tests when no other compilers can do better. Partial Fail (PF) is when a

compiler produces fewer unique outputs than it has inputs, but does not achieve a

pass or qualified pass. Fail (F) is when a compiler produces the same number of

unique outputs as unique inputs.

11https://github.com/craiig/keychain-tools/tree/master/tce analysis
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Name and Description Example(s) Scala 2.12 Java 1.8 Clang 7 GCC 7
Optimizations Off / On (where applicable)

Whitespace
Add, change, remove whitespace, comments, variable
names

(x+y) ( x + y ) ( x + /∗ hello ∗/ y ) (w+z) P/P P P/P P/P

Swap Operands
Swap the operands of a binary commutative operator

x+y −> y+x F/F F F/P F/F

Logical Operand Swap
Swap the operands of a logical comparison. Short
circuiting in language specifications disallow treating
these statements as equivalent.

x || y y || x F/F F F/F F/F

Constant Folding
Replace a constant with an equivalent expression

x+2 x+1+1 x+(1+1) 1+1+x PF/PF PF PF/P P/P

Algebraic Tree Reassociation
Reassociate commutative expressions to promote better
constant propagation [120]

(x+y)−(z+v) ((x+y)−z)−v
(x+y−z)−v x+y−z−v

PF/PF PF PF/P PF/PF

Comparison Invert
Apply De Morgan’s laws to a comparison operation

(x==1) && (y==2) !(( x!=1) || (y!=2)) P/P P PF/P P/P

Comparison Swap
Invert the comparison statement and swap the basic
blocks of an if-statement (*Passes on GCC 4.9 -O3)

if (x){ return y;} else{ return x;}
if (!x){ return x;} else{ return y;}

F/F F F/P F/F*

Loop Invariant Hoisting
Move a loop invariant from the inside of a loop. All
tests are qualified pass as no compilers canonicalize to
our hand hoisted version.

int a = 0; for (...) { if (x){ a=y; } ... }

int a = 0; if (x and loop condition ){ a = y;}
for (...) { ... }

QP QP QP QP

Table 4.4: Selected results from syntactic resilience benchmarks.
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Figure 4.3: Overall Syntactic Resilience benchmark outcome.

RQ1: Is hashing bytecode an improvement over program source? Table 4.4

presents selected results from our benchmark to highlight common program vari-

ations. The Whitespace row shows all compilers can provide basic resilience to

whitespace, comments and variable name differences, an improvement over using

program source.

RQ2: What are the limits of compiler-assisted equivalence? All compilers fail

Logical Operand Swap (LOS) because, strictly speaking, this variation is not func-

tionally equivalent. Short circuit evaluation for logical-or means operand ordering

changes execution behaviour, even though the order may be irrelevant. LOS high-

lights the limits of syntactic resilience: when syntax variations imply changes in

execution behaviour, these differences are not optimized away by the compiler. This

applies to memory allocations, side effects, early exit conditions, and more.

RQ3: What is the syntactic resilience of different compilers? Fig. 4.3 shows

the aggregate results for each compiler. Compilers that perform more ahead of
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time optimizations are better at canonicalizing functionally equivalent code. Clang

and GCC include many ahead of time optimizations and are the state-of-the-art for

syntactic resilience. Scala and Java have less ahead of time optimizations because

they rely on JIT optimization , but Scala with ahead of time optimizations (-opt)

performs better than without. We also found GCC and Clang could be improved:

most failures were due to variations in label names, register allocation, and ordering

of independent instructions.

Overall our tests show that compiler canonicalization and optimization passes

can be used to detect some equivalent programs. KeyChain leverages this effect to

achieve more data sharing. While the syntactic resilience of Scala and Java lags

behind GCC and Clang, finding equivalent programs by hashing JVM bytecode is

more likely than using program source or simple integers (§4.2.2) to identify UDF

computations, and our test suite can help guide future improvements.

4.5.4 Overheads

Now we examine the overheads of using KeyChain to implement CPM in Spark.

We first measure the standalone performance of the UDF hashing library (§4.5.4)

and then the overall impact on TPC-DS when there is no potential for sharing

(§4.5.4).

UDF Hashing

Fig 4.4 shows the time to hash each of our Java and Scala syntactic resilience

tests (§4.5.3) . The time to hash a UDF is determined by the number of bytes

and functions hashed. The largest UDF takes under 350 milliseconds, while the

smallest takes under 150 milliseconds. This shows UDF hashing performance in

the conservative case, because each test is hashed using a newly created JVM with

no cached results.

Table 4.5 shows UDF12 hashing time for TPC-DS queries during the tests in

(§4.5.4). We also show performance when debug tracing is active and logging

all hashing traces to disk, which is only used to debug UDF hashing (§4.4.1). It

12The UDFs in this case are Spark’s database operators.
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Figure 4.4: Overall time to hash Java and Scala functions from our resilience
benchmark using the UDF hashing library.

Table 4.5: UDF Hashing Overhead on TPC-DS. During Normal operation,
and Debug when UDF tracing is enabled for debugging.

Mode Max Avg Min Sum Total
Normal 265ms 2ms 0.07ms 18s 9,345
Debug Miss 322ms 65ms 4ms 1.1s 17
Debug Hit 1.5s 11ms 0.1ms 108s 9,328

takes 18 seconds to hash all UDFs used in TPC-DS, for an average of 2ms per

UDF. There are over 9000 UDFs because Spark’s operators are implemented as

UDFs (§4.2.1). Compared to our prior results with the UDF hashing library, UDF

hashing in a realistic scenario is much faster due to caching previously hashed

functions and a warmed-up JVM.

End to End Spark Performance

To show that KeyChain allows CPM to be enabled in all deployments without in-

curring high overheads, we compare the performance of TPC-DS with and without
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Table 4.6: Machine and TPC-DS Configuration for end to end tests.

Name Small Large
TPC-DS Scale Factor 10 1000
Partitions 50 160
Masters:Workers 1:3 1:20
Instance Type D4S v3 E8 v3
vCPUs per node 4 8
Memory per node 16GB 60GB
Storage per node 32GB 200GB

Table 4.7: Performance of TPC-DS. Average Total Completion Time (ATCT)
is the average total runtime of each TPC-DS run.

Small Large
Spark KeyChain Spark KeyChain

Iterations 5 5 3 3
ATCT (s) 3628 3684 34,328 33,732
Std.Dev.(s) 75 83 1002 857

2% 2.2% 2.9% 2.5%

KeyChain when there is no sharing. In both cases, the empty cache is checked for

relevant results. In the original Spark, the cache is indexed with integers. In the

KeyChain version, the cache is indexed with KeyChain keys. Tests were run on

large and small scale clusters on Microsoft Azure. Machine details and TPC-DS

parameters are in table 4.6. HDFS was used to store data. TPC-DS includes 104

queries, but we disabled query 72 on Large due to too much shuffle data for some

nodes, and 77 due to a memory leak when over 40,000 tasks were generated.

Table 4.7 shows the results of our tests. Overall, we find that KeyChain has a

negligible impact when there is no sharing, because the performance is within the

standard deviation of the original Spark. We estimate that sources of system jitter

like garbage collection [122], JIT compilation [33, 116], and stragglers [48, 190]

make a larger impact than KeyChain. While our CPM implementation is decidedly

simple, we have shown that KeyChain can implement CPM without incurring high

run-time overheads when sharing is not possible.
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4.6 Related Work

Memoization

Early work on memoization investigated how caching can help single programs [131]

and what kinds of programs are suitable for caching [132]. KeyChain applies mem-

oization between data processing programs.

Explicit Sharing and Incremental Processing Systems

When programs are known to benefit from prior results, programmers will write

them to explicitly share data. For instance, Spark users often use Alluxio [16]13,

an in-memory cache for distributed file systems, to store data they know can be

shared. If a program can re-use its own results, incremental processing frame-

works can be used. For instance, Incoop reports overheads of 5-22% for initial

runs with no cached data, but this pays off with 3-1000x run time improvement

on subsequent runs [36]. However, explicit sharing or incremental processing de-

pends on individual programmers knowing about a sharing opportunity ahead of

time. Low-overhead techniques to identify results of computation like KeyChain

are useful when opportunities for sharing are not guaranteed or might be difficult

for programmers to identify.

Nectar [68] uses similar techniques to KeyChain and reported a 20-50% reduc-

tion in computation time on Microsoft’s clusters due to CPM. Nectar hashes C#

bytecode but also hashes input data, a source of overhead that KeyChain avoids.

Nectar does not report overhead, implementation complexity, or syntactic resilience

of the hashing technique and their implementation is not publicly available. Key-

Chain contributes an improved design with negligible overhead so that CPM can be

deployed more widely, and a evaluation of syntactic resilience that tests the limits

of UDF hashing.

Materialized view selection and cache placement algorithms

Materialized view selection techniques analyze past SQL queries to determine

subexpressions to cache for the benefit of future queries, but do not consider UDFs [87,

13Formerly Tachyon [112]
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103, 164] or if equivalent UDFs can be shared between programs [108, 109].

Spark’s SQL caching layer will search for relevant cached SQL expressions, but

not UDFs and does not work across Spark instances. KeyChain computes identi-

fiers for the results of UDF computations that these techniques can use to decide

what is beneficial to cache [17, 188]. For instance, [87] shows that they can save

up to 40% of machine hours in their cluster. However, these benefits can only be

realized once the common subexpressions can be identified.

Value Numbering in Compilers

Value Numbering (VN) [179] is a compiler pass that eliminates redundant expres-

sions by computing identifiers for expressions in a basic block by hashing operands

and operators. KeyChain can be seen as applying ideas from VN to the data pro-

cessing setting.

Program Equivalence Detection

UDF hashing is a heuristic equivalence detection technique. Program equiva-

lence is undecidable [177] so feasible approaches are either provers or heuristics.

Provers, such as Cosette [43], search for a series of valid transformations to trans-

form one program to another, but are not ideal for low overhead equivalence check-

ing because they cannot guarantee termination and would need pair-wise compar-

isons over all programs with cached data. Clone detection [165] detects similar

programs, but considers programs with different functionality to be similar, which

is not suitable for CPM. Trivial Compiler Equivalence (TCE) [76, 95, 150] elim-

inates redundant test cases by compiling and removing test cases with duplicate

outputs. KeyChain uses this same effect to gain wider sharing potential, and our

evaluation tests only functionally equivalent variations (§4.5.3).

4.7 Conclusion
This work showed that KeyChain enables cross program memoization implemen-

tations to achieve significant performance benefits when sharing occurs, while in-

curring negligible overheads when sharing is not possible. We hope these results

encourage the addition of CPM to more data processing systems.
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Chapter 5

Applying Compilation to
Systems: Lessons Learned

My work takes a broad view of compilation. This chapter situates my work in

the broad space of domain-specific compilation, and presents lessons learned from

designing compilation-assisted techniques.

5.1 Compilation Construed Broadly
Often I have found many researchers and engineers think of compilation as being

done once, ahead of time, where source code written in a high level language is

mapped to machine-specific code. After this step, the resulting machine-specific

code must deal with all complexities of the problem in question. I call this the clas-

sical approach to compilation. Programs built for classical compilation are loosely

structured by necessity to handle various special cases, instead of being organized

as simple ‘straight-line’ code. Such loose coupling limits the optimizations that

classical compilers can perform because static analysis cannot often infer runtime

behaviour. This approach leads to machine code that consists of many branches and

additional code to handle special cases, restricting opportunities for optimization.

Another well-known approach is just-in-time (JIT) compilation of general purpose

languages, such as Java, where intermediate byte-code is compiled to machine-

specific code on the fly and specialized for observed behaviour.
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Modern database systems take a different approach where ahead-of-time com-

pilation is mixed with execution. There are at least two forms of compilation in

modern database systems: As described in §3.2, a user’s query (often written in

SQL) is first compiled into a logical query plan, which is then compiled into a

physical query plan of implementations the database system knows how to execute.

This kind of compilation is usually called query planning. It can be challenging to

find the best physical plan, because the interactions of hardware, database software,

and properties of the input data are difficult to estimate and can produce surprising

performance outcomes.

After selecting the physical plan, many modern database systems employ an-

other form of compilation: code generation. The query engine generates and com-

piles specialized ‘straight-line’ code for a specific query, resulting in increased

performance [30, 51, 130, 140]. While this approach is similar in spirit to JIT com-

pilers used by interpreted languages, modern database systems usually compile

code once to a lower-level target, instead of iteratively refining running code as JIT

compilers do. Some database systems produce byte-code that is evaluated by an in-

termediate VM [180]. SQLite targets its own VM [7], while Spark SQL generates

Java code that is executed on the JVM [30]. Databases like HyPer [140] directly

target LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR). MemSQL [6, 51] targets a custom

intermediate representation that is then compiled to LLVM IR. For a more in-depth

overview of query compilation, Menon et al. [130] provide a great overview with

relevant citations.

Both query planning and code generation exploit more domain knowledge than

is available in classical compilation, but must also deal with domain-specific chal-

lenges. Query planning integrates knowledge of the behaviour of database opera-

tions and the properties of the particular datasets to be queried, but leveraging this

knowledge well can be complex. For instance, one important job of query planners

is to pick the best join ordering, but picking the best ordering is highly depen-

dent on accurate cardinality estimates [110]. Code generation exploits the precise

structure of a query, and knowledge of how the semantics of relational operations

can be physically realized on a particular machine architecture. But, the best im-

plementation on a particular machine can be query specific. Kersten et al. [93]

show that some queries do better using vector or scalar processing and vice versa.
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Halide [157, 158] builds domain specific languages to address this problem, split-

ting the definition of an algorithm from a particular implementation of it (called

the schedule), but leaves the schedule to experts. TVM [40] uses machine-learning

approaches that learn the best way to map model training and inference to available

hardware implementations. I am also not alone in noting similarities and opportu-

nities between classical compilation and database systems. Pirk et al. [152] note

that there there is an under-exploited opportunity for data-analytics optimizations

to be exported to general purpose programs via the compiler.

Jumpgate and KeyChain fit amongst this work because they also exploit the

additional domain knowledge available in data analytics systems. They also take

on more domain-specific challenges.

Jumpgate shows how existing query plans can be exported from a client sys-

tem, and used to select and configure suitable NCA implementations. Jumpgate

also provides a new opportunity to exploit domain knowledge for hardware design.

Instead of asking hardware designers to support general purpose operations, Jump-

gate provides more precise specification: a modest set of relational operations and

the expressions that occur in them.

Jumpgate also takes on more complexity than even database compilation ap-

proaches have had to. Jumpgate considers currently available devices before choos-

ing how to compile a query to a logical plan. And, Jumpgate gives the NCA imple-

mentor the opportunity to further specialize and configure the device for the query

in question. Production systems based on Jumpgate can be aware of what kinds of

devices are currently available at the moment rather than just targeting a general

device that we can assume to be available.

KeyChain uses the data-dependency semantics of analytics programs: data pro-

duced by a node in the DAG only changes when its input changes. KeyChain

applies a decades old memoization technique [131, 132] in a more challenging

setting. Prior work employed memoization in situations where it is known to be

effective so any overhead from memoization was always worthwhile. But, poten-

tial for data re-use is harder to predict in multi-user environments that KeyChain

is designed for. Therefore, techniques like KeyChain need to be low-overhead so

they can always be enabled. KeyChain also leverages existing compiler techniques

to canonicalize input, benefiting from decades of work on compiler optimization.
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5.2 Considerations When Designing a Compilation
Approach.

This section presents an overall approach to designing compilation-assisted tech-

niques to solve systems issues. My hope is that this section helps inspire future

compilation-assisted work. We consider a few preliminary questions to determine

if a problem is suitable for a compilation approach, discuss why prior techniques

have been so effective, and relate these questions to the design decisions of Jump-

gate, KeyChain, and systems in the literature.

In this section I will use ‘query’ as general short-hand for any user-specified

task, not just a query submitted to a database system. This could be a command-

line invocation of a program, a series of API requests made over some transport

(e.g., REST, RPC), or via buttons clicked in a UI.

How hard is a general solution? How hard is a specific solution? In general,

domain specific compilation techniques are effective at increasing performance be-

cause they consider several precise problems in lieu of chasing a single general pur-

pose solution. In many cases it is difficult to create a single piece of machine-code

that can execute all queries quickly when queries are diverse and data-dependent.

Compilation approaches solve a fundamentally easier problem: given a particular

query and particular input data, they create code to efficiently answer that query.

The first clue that a problem might require a compilation approach is that individ-

ual queries can have efficient hand-implemented versions, but a general version is

even harder to write than the hand-implemented version, and perhaps would not

execute as quickly.

This is especially true of data analytics, where each query is a complex program

submitted by the user and it is well known that hand-written queries can perform

well [140]. I also encountered this with Jumpgate – researchers were successfully

executing individual queries on programmable switches, but their implementations

could not be readily applied to other queries, because each implementation made

query-specific assumptions. At the same time, the implementation itself was com-

plex, so it is important to make that effort count across many queries. KeyChain

relies on the host execution to take a compilation approach so there is an opportu-

nity to rewrite the query to re-use existing results.
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How will you offset extra compilation time? Compilation approaches funda-

mentally trade off additional start-up time for better performance during execution.

This means a successful compilation approach will spend more time executing gen-

erated code than generating code. It is important to consciously make this trade-off

and design a system that ensures this will be true. In designing Jumpgate, I knew it

would have relatively high start-up overhead, but that it would not be too much of

a problem because Jumpgate is intended for processing lots of data. KeyChain is

designed to have very little overhead to avoid significantly increasing compilation

time. Sometimes compilation overhead is higher than execution time, but if queries

are similar to one another, there can also be opportunities to memoize and re-use

generated code. One can take advantage of the generality vs specificity spectrum:

it is possible to generate a mostly specialized version that can be re-used, instead

of a very specialized version that cannot.

How well-defined is the query? Data analytics are a good fit for compilation

because SQL queries are a relational algebra, and they have very precisely defined

semantics over well defined input data. This provided an opportunity for a com-

piler to understand the intent behind a user’s query and create code that embodies

it well. Imperative APIs such as filesystems open/read/write or key-value

stores get/put interfaces do not have such rich amount of information. The type

of data being stored, and even the access pattern can be often opaque to the under-

lying system. It is no coincidence that data analytics tasks can often be expressed

in functional style APIs, as in Apache Spark [191] and Weld [146, 148].

Jumpgate and KeyChain both take advantage of the well-defined nature of data

analytics queries to accelerate them. For KeyChain, since queries are read-only,

and the output of each relational operator is determined by the inputs, it is correct

to rewrite the query to reference saved data. For Jumpgate, we can similarly rewrite

the query plan to be executed by NCAs, changing how the query is physically

executed, but in a way that guarantees the results are still correct.

Constructing well-defined queries. If the query is not yet well defined, perhaps

you can define a simple domain specific language. Work such as Green-marl [75]

has done so for graphs, Halide [157] did so for image processing, Tensorflow [9]

did so for machine learning. One helpful technique is to use a host language to

implement an API that can describe the query. Many domain specific compilers
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and languages let users write code in a host language, such as Python, that when

executed, builds an internal domain-specific AST. This internal AST can then be

passed to a domain specific compiler, often implemented in the host-language. This

is very similar to lazy evaluation. This trick helps eliminate some of the more rote

tasks of defining a DSL, such as defining a grammar and implementing a parser,

allowing implementors to skip directly to solving the compilation challenges of

their domain. Examples include Spark’s Dataframe API, machine learning frame-

works like Tensorflow [9], and Legno [10]. Legno defines dynamical systems in

Python, and compiles them to analog devices, a very complex execution environ-

ment. Jumpgate has a similar API for the Python client that helped drive initial

development.

What will be the execution target(s) of the compiler? When designing a

compilation approach it is important to carefully consider what problems you must

take on, and which issues you can externalize. As we’ve discussed, applying a

compiler approach to a system is fundamentally accepting more challenges, so it

is important to be selective. One way to control which problems you take on is by

carefully choosing the compilation target. Many compilers have several interme-

diate phases, each with different targets. For a given problem, it can be useful to

define new targets.

For Jumpgate, our eventual target was programmable switches and software-

based NCAs. It was not clear at first how to compile a user request to these devices:

Should we generate P4 code directly for programmable switches? What if a query

can’t be supported? What data format will they communicate with? It helped

greatly to define two intermediate targets: staged networked pipelines (SNPs), and

network tuple formats (NTFs). SNPs simplified the problem of mapping a client

request to NCAs, and provided a high-level interface for each NCA backend. NTFs

precisely define the query-specific data format, making it easier to generate code.

SNPs also helped to abstract the code generation problem: generating code be-

came a mostly separate problem from mapping the query to NCAs. To me, these

abstractions will be the lasting impact of Jumpgate.

For code generation, Jumpgate’s software NCA code generation targeted C++,

relying on the underlying compiler to perform optimizations (e.g., dead code elim-

ination, constant propagation) to produce efficient machine code. This made the
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development of our code-generation library much easier, as I could implement a

simple template-based code generator that relied on constants to activate/deacti-

vate specialized code branches. We forewent generating P4 code in this iteration

of Jumpgate. The choice of SNP allowed us to simply parameterize the aggrega-

tion implementation to send to the right IP/port, and Jumpgate’s operator interface

will use the switch aggregator whenever it can apply.

Wrap-up and Related Work These questions are some of the first things I

look for when considering taking a compilation approach. Instead of re-iterating

the work of others, I leave you with some related work that inspired these research

directions.

Flare [53] and its Light-weight Modular Staging (LMS) [161] approach showed

me that many problems could be cast as compilation problems. LMS is not just a

great technique but a nice reasoning tool that can be used to understand if and how

programs can be specialized. LMS taught me to think of programs in terms of

stages of progressive compilation.

There is a breadth of work that applies optimizations to computational DAGs

to solve a variety of challenges. Overall, these work showed me that DAGs are

a powerful program representation that can be useful in many surprising places.

Resilient Distributed Datasets [191] and Spark SQL first showed me the power of

DAGs for fault tolerance. Fouladi et al. [60] extract DAGs from existing build

systems by inserting stubs for arbitrary commands, and make use of memoiza-

tion and high levels of parallelism to quickly compile large programs. Conclave

transforms computational DAGs to guarantee privacy [181] in secure multi-party

communications. Dandelion [163] demonstrated how DAG computations can be

mapped to heterogeneous devices. These works showed me how the DAG model

of computation could be effective to solve a diverse set of problems.

During my two years at Oracle Labs while I worked on my PhD, I worked

on compiler tooling, particularly on GCC internals [3] to optimize GCC’s output

for a novel computer architecture [12, 31, 65]. This work taught me that produc-

tion compilers are just a big collection of heuristics and optimizers joined together

with intermediate representations and clever interfaces. Specifically, understanding

RTL [5] and how it was used to map logical instructions to machine instructions [4]

was fundamental to helping me develop compilation approaches for the research
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presented here.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis presented two systems to improve the performance of data analytics:

KeyChain and Jumpgate. Both systems employ compilation-based techniques to

achieve performance improvements for data analytics systems.

KeyChain helps analytics systems re-use data generated by multiple users with

low overheads. KeyChain takes advantage of the data-flow graph used by modern

data analytics systems to compile and execute queries. KeyChain re-writes data-

flow graphs to use prior results. KeyChain contributes a simple but effective heuris-

tic for detecting equivalent but syntactically different programs, and contributes a

benchmark to evaluate future compilers for syntactic resilience.

Jumpgate introduces a novel execution paradigm and interfaces that enables

networked accelerators to be used as part of data analytics pipeline. As systems de-

signers increasingly turn to domain specific architectures to improve performance,

the fundamental contributions of Jumpgate will enable these devices to be more

easily integrated into analytics systems. I look forward to seeing and working on

new hardware designs that are built assuming that systems like Jumpgate can co-

ordinate their execution.
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6.1 Discussion

6.1.1 Jumpgate

Jumpgate’s lasting contribution will be that it showed how clients and NCAs could

made to work together, thanks to network tuple formats (NTFs) and staged net-

work pipelines (SNPs). This establishes a broad space for exploration of future

accelerator designs. Now that we have a feasible execution model and working

prototype, we can begin answering questions about the benefits and costs to net-

work connected acceleration for analytics in light of future trends.

Jumpgate itself provides an experimental platform to answer these questions,

and the simplicity of staged network pipelines allows for modelling behaviour an-

alytically to derive new insights about using accelerators. To illustrate, this section

presents several future questions that can be investigated with Jumpgate and de-

scribes approaches to answer them.

When will Jumpgate be a win?

A key question for future work to pursue is when NPaaS/Jumpgate will be a win

on given hardware accelerators. This question deserves its own section. As we

saw in the evaluation, Jumpgate is a win when the accelerators used can outper-

form the client system on the offloaded operations and the data can be transferred

back quickly enough for the client to complete the remainder of the query. While

the software-based NCAs and switch example showed some wins, we were limited

by access to available hardware accelerators and could not show clear wins in all

circumstances due to our software implementations. We expect even better perfor-

mance will come with future implementations of analytics operations on hardware

accelerators, as indicated by prior work (§3.2). Future work should therefore seek

to develop and evaluate new accelerators, but also to develop a model that can be

used to estimate impact from new opportunities as networking improves and new

devices are introduced. Jumpgate can help in both these directions.

One can evaluate new accelerators experimentally on real queries, as we did

with the Jumpgate prototype system in § 3.5.5. Here, Jumpgate helps because it

provides framework to support a diverse set of accelerators and integration into
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client systems. Before Jumpgate, performing such an evaluation would have re-

quired the development of format parsers, data senders, client integration, and po-

tentially hand orchestrating query execution in lieu of an execution model. Thanks

to Jumpgate, answering this question experimentally becomes a matter of imple-

menting the analytics operations on the target accelerator and adding it to Jump-

gate, rather than the tougher integration problem that prior work had to wrestle

with [111, 166, 175]. While Jumpgate is not a panacea because analytics imple-

mentations can be challenging in themselves, Jumpgate helps researchers focus on

the problem of implementing analytics operations on the accelerator being studied

by providing a framework to work within. A promising direction is integration

with SmartNICs, discussed below.

Before implementation, it is beneficial to analytically model the expected be-

haviour of an accelerator to determine if it is worth implementing, or to evaluate

designs that are not yet feasible to implement. Here, Jumpgate’s contributes a sim-

ple execution model that works for many queries and can be modelled analytically:

Staged network pipelines are essentially parallel pipelines, and there is extensive

prior work that models and reasons about pipeline parallelism in computer architec-

ture [71] and the software community [101, 102, 107]. There is also fundamental

work that helps to model communication costs of applications, such as LogP and

it’s refinements [15, 44, 126]. Future work could create analytical models of staged

networked pipelines based on real queries, and explore how the performance and

costs change as new accelerators are added and parameters are adjusted.

For example, one question that modelling needs to help answer is: Is it better
to combine all operations into one device, or distribute them across many de-
vices? Should operations be merged together into a single NCA (localized) or split

apart across many NCAs (disaggregated)? This fundamental question has implica-

tions for how NCAs are designed overall, and dictates whether we should aim to

perform analytics operations strictly on single nodes, or distribute them throughout

the network. This question also has implications for how much network bandwidth

will be used by the query.

To begin answering this question analytically, we can consider the trade-off

between communicating the tuple or just performing the operation locally. We

can break the time for an NCA to process a tuple into two parts (1) the time to
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read and write each tuple to the network (or to a buffer that will be read/written

in parallel by the NIC), and (2) the time to process the tuple through the NCAs

assigned operations. These parts are derived from LogP’s overhead parameter [44]

and reflects the time that a processor will be occupied working on a given tuple,

and thus determine the throughput of the pipeline. When it takes less time to per-

form the operation locally (part 2) than to send the tuple on the network (part 1),

we should favor localizing operations as this will reduce per-stage latency and thus

improve pipeline throughput. However, when part 1 drops below part 2, it becomes

beneficial to disaggregate operations across NCAs to improve throughput and gain

parallelism from pipelining. Disaggregation means we can overlap the operation

with prior and subsequent operations on other tuples, and means that we can start

designing per-operation accelerators for specific activities rather than general pur-

pose devices.

To get a specific answer as to whether disaggregation is worthwhile, we can

compare these factors across different devices. Programmable switches with fixed

latency pipelines have the same per-tuple latency regardless of the operations per-

formed and can emit a packet every cycle, so localization and disaggregation are

equivalent in terms of performance1. On general purpose processors, a hash-table

lookup for join or aggregation operations incurs a worst case 1-2 cache misses,

plus additional cycles for instructions to perform the operation. Given the rough

100ns rule of thumb for a cache miss, this gives roughly 200ns for join and ag-

gregation operations. Prior work from network functions [149] reported a packet

can be received and forwarded in 40ns with a state of the art framework that uses

kernel bypass2. However, this is with an extensively optimized network path. Zil-

berman et al. [196] measured request-reply latency with kernel bypass at ≈ 946ns

with a contribution of ≈ 572ns from the interconnect, leaving 374ns for the round-

trip that we attribute to software overheads and giving roughly 187ns for a single

direction3. This implies disaggregation could also be effective on general purpose

1One should pack as many operations into each programmable switch to avoid squandering this
expensive accelerator.

2Based on the experiment in figure 4 of [149] showing NetBricks achieved almost 25 Mpps using
a single core.

3The disparity between these two results could be explained by the NF case measuring overall
packet throughput that amortizes buffer read/write costs while Zilberman et al. measure single packet
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CPUs using efficient kernel bypass networking. There are also proposals that in-

tegrate a NIC directly with a CPU [79] that would allow a CPU to read a packet

directly from the register file, giving single cycle access to a packet received by the

NIC. In this case, disaggregation could be a clearer win as it would be equivalent

to classical operator fusion in databases that exchanges data between operations

using registers [130].

This brief analysis make several assumptions that future work will need to re-

consider. It is biased towards disaggregation because it assumes the network has

infinite capacity and extra devices, and that connectivity is free. It doesn’t consider

data distribution: some aggregations or joins require no cache misses because their

key-space is small enough to fit into a processors cache. It doesn’t consider selec-

tivity of the operations: some operations reduce the amount of data to be transmit-

ted and so localizing can reduce the expected output network cost. It assumes that

the bottleneck is the overall pipeline throughput, and not a particular operation. If

one operation bottlenecks the pipeline, localization or disaggregation will not help

without first relieving the bottleneck via acceleration, scaling out the operation

using a technique like DS2 [91], or even using integer linear programming to per-

form the optimal assignment of operations to devices to balance load [102]. Future

work should build more thorough models to answer this question and many more

that require modelling the behaviour of the processing pipeline, but this example

shows how the assumption of a staged network pipeline enables us to perform such

reasoning.

To the playground! – I expect deciding if network connected acceleration is

worthwhile to be an evergreen question as networks continue to get faster, de-

vices become more optimized for network communication, and accelerators be-

come more mainstream. Considering the large number of complex factors in play

and how costs such as bandwidth, physical connections, rack space, etc. can of-

ten be context-specific and completely opaque to academia, a concrete project that

would be worthwhile is an Accelerator Playground that allows users to explore this

question as they change parameters to reflect their particular environments. This

playground would allow users to see the performance and costs of different acceler-

ators assuming a given workload, and allow them to tune the model and understand

latency.
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the outcome using their own cost functions. As future trends change the equation,

the playground could continue to keep users apprised of opportunities for network

connected acceleration in their workloads.

More Future Work and Question for Jumpgate

How should Jumpgate integrate SmartNICS? SmartNICs are network interface

cards with programmable components such as FPGAs or even general purpose

cores [117]. SmartNICs provide a unique combination of low latency host and

network communication, and can help bridge the gap between the two. Smart-

NICs can also help to implement many more analytics operations since they are

not as limited as today’s programmable switches. The interesting questions for fu-

ture work to investigate here are all the potential roles of SmartNICs. There are

three potential roles SmartNICs could excel at: Storage acceleration, where data

is parsed from an analytics format and written to the network quickly. Here, data

from storage could be passed to the SmartNIC through host memory. In-network

acceleration, where NTF data is received and processed over the network. Here, a

host may not be required whatsoever unless extra memory is needed. Receive-side

acceleration, in some cases we saw that Spark could not receive a large volume of

NTF data quickly. SmartNICs could help to alleviate this receive bottleneck and

write data directly into the address space of the receiving process. The answers to

these questions will depend on how well the programmable units of the SmartNICs

are able to deal with the challenges presented by each role. Future work should at-

tempt implementations of storage parsing, joins, aggregations, and NTF receive to

determine their suitability to each. One side-affect of this work is the potential to

reconsider the tuple-oriented NTF format that was required to use programmable

switches, since SmartNICs could process data in larger blocks, perhaps similarly to

ORC’s row-group format. Again, Jumpgate can help provide an evaluation frame-

work for this work and can be adapted to generate a new form of NTF if needed.

How should Jumpgate handle network topologies? Jumpgate NCAs com-

municate at the transport level so they do not need to be topology aware and this

eliminates the need for accelerators to be on the data-path between storage and

client systems. But, topology-aware placement and scheduling still matters, espe-
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cially since the bandwidth requirements of queries can be high when all operations

are disaggregated. Work such as network-aware virtual data center allocation [34]

could be applied to allocate a set of NCAs in a way that optimizes for bandwidth

and minimizes latency between communicating NCAs and the final host system.

Future work here would need to look at how to trade off allocation overhead for

good performance. Since Jumpgate is designed for large jobs, improvements in

throughput could help offset the time needed to compute an ideal allocation.

How should analytics systems be re-designed for Jumpgate? In this work,

one goal was to integrate NCAs with existing analytics systems with minimal code

changes to the existing analytics system. On the other hand, it could be beneficial

to make further changes to existing systems to make them more amenable to use

NPaaS systems like Jumpgate. One example is designing the analytics system to

receive streaming data. Since Spark was designed as a batch processing system,

many parts of Spark are built to assume that buffers of intermediate data are always

available to be read on demand. This required our Spark integration to buffer data

from Jumpgate before allowing Spark to continue execution. While we found this

was often equivalent to Spark’s original query plan for these operations, it is possi-

ble to do better here, if Spark’s execution were to be adapted to receive streaming

data. Presto [169] is designed to receive streaming data from other nodes, and so

we expect it to potentially be more amenable to receiving data from Jumpgate.

Combining Jumpgate and KeyChain Jumpgate and KeyChain are compli-

mentary techniques. Jumpgate improves performance by accelerating queries, and

KeyChain improves performance by avoiding re-executing portions of queries.

Modern databases use similar techniques to improve query execution time. In the

future, it would be beneficial to attempt to integrate support for materialization

of sub-queries into Jumpgate. NCAs could direct results towards storage devices

to be stored for re-use future queries. KeyChain and other techniques that select

subqueries to materialize (§4.6) could be applied to detect the best subqueries to

re-use.
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6.1.2 KeyChain

KeyChain’s lasting contribution will be to shed light on the usefulness of low over-

head techniques that can be enabled without knowledge of whether data sharing

occurs. These techniques enable users to work faster and be more productive,

without requiring them to constantly coordinate with their team while exploring

data-sets. Detecting semantically equivalent queries was shown to be challenging

when using the JVM because of it’s lack of optimization passes. As future an-

alytics frameworks emerge that eschew the JVM for performance of native code

generation [52], the techniques presented by KeyChain will become even more

effective.

Future work for KeyChain should improve the detection of semantically equiv-

alent code. One angle is to improve the detector by adding better canonicaliza-

tion and analysis passes. However, the low overhead requirement needs to kept

in mind, and proof-based models may continue to not have the low-overhead re-

quired, though new developments could make these more feasible. Another angle

could be to improve the user-interface around exploring available data-sets and de-

riving new ones. Collaborative query editing environments could be used to enable

analysts to work more closely together, rather than ‘heads-down’ and separated.

For instance, users could be presented with existing materialized data-sets that are

not exact matches for their program, but are closer to the users request. The collab-

orative editing environment could encourage users to curate materialized data-sets

together to help get their work done.
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Appendix A

Supporting Materials

A.1 Appendix
This appendix details the key components in Jumpgate. We use Python-like pseudo-

code to illustrate these algorithms. (Figures A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, A.7). Jumpgate

is actually implemented in Python. This is not a performance concern because

Jumpgate acts as a control plane to coordinate the computation over the data and is

not on the data transfer path or the compute path. The example code matches the

running example in chapter 3, corresponding to Figure 3.2.

A.1.1 Client Interface Example

Figure A.1 shows the JSON request the client would generate from the functional-

style example shown in Figure 3.4. Each analytics operation is represented as a

dictionary object, describing its kind, name, connectivity (input channels),

and any operation-specific parameters. The main difference between this represen-

tation and the functional-style example is how the client must explicitly name each

column produced. This is important so that neither to client or Jumpgate system

needs to guess the names of columns to use in subsequent
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A.1.2 Operator Interface Example

Figure A.2 shows an example of the operator interface for the software NCA that

matches against the read, filter, and project operations (NCA1 and NCA2) shown

in the overview (Figure 3.2). This NCA can read JSON, filter and project it, and

output a network tuple format over UDP or TCP.

Jumpgate checks that the NCA can implement the desired logical operation(s)

(match operations), send and receive data in the given format and transport

(match input, match output). Also, there is a deployment manager that can

be used to allocate the device (match deployment). match output is called

with the desired output format from the sender, and returns the NTF that the NCA

would send, based on the operations being performed.

The operator interface gives NCA implementors the freedom to implement

specific matching rules, depending on how flexible their target hardware is. For

instance, match operations is free to inspect all expressions used in the oper-

ations, to determine if it can implement each one.

A.1.3 Operator Life-cycle Example

Figure A.3 shows an example of the life-cycle interface for NCA3 from Figure 3.2

that implements join. The implementation of the life-cycle interfaces for this NCA

communicates with a running instance over stdin/stdout. compile configures the

NCA for the query to be executed. In the example, it compiles a C program special-

ized with the join expression and output schema. Jumpgate operators communicate

at the network transport level. Jumpgate calls allocate to get the host and port

that the NCA will receive data on, which is known after the binary is executed and

allocates a port. Jumpgate calls configure to tell the NCA where to send data

to: other NCAs or the client endpoints. Jumpgate calls execute when the opera-

tor should run (after all operators have been configured), and Jumpgate supplies a

callback to be notified when the NCA data-plane has processed all incoming data

for this stage. In the example, since Join executes in two stages, execute will be

called twice. Once for the first build stage, and once again for the probe stage.
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A.1.4 Staging Algorithm

Figure A.4 illustrates Jumpgate’s staging algorithm. The algorithm finds the set of

stages required to ensure input to JoinNCAs is properly ordered (e.g., build input

is done before probe input starts), and that when an NCA will output data, there

is another NCA that runs concurrently to receive the data. compute stages is

given a client request, and iterates over the operators in the request that are not

yet completed. When operators are executed, the stage they executed during is

saved. can run is called to determine if an operation is currently runnable. Most

operations can run if their inputs and output NCAs can run. Join can run in its build

phase if its build input can run, and can run in its probe phase if its probe input and

outputs can run. execute is called to mark an operation as executed in the given

stage,

A.1.5 Dataflow to NCA Mapping Algorithm

Figure A.7 gives the pseudo-code for mapping logical operations from the dataflow

request to available NCA implementations. Jumpgate iteratively transforms a dataflow

request into a graph of NCA instances by repeatedly picking an operation to re-

place, and calling each NCA’s operator interface. map request to ncas is

called with a graph of logical operations, picks an operation to replace and iterates

over all NCAs calling replace op to to check if the operation can be replaced.

replace op calls the operator interface on the given NCA to determine if it is a

match.

A.1.6 Generating Network Tuple Formats

Figure A.5 shows Jumpgate’s algorithm for generating NTFs. An NCA that wants

to generate an NTF calls generateNTF with the output schema, and an NTF

specification is returned as an array of objects that specify the precise memory

layout of the NTF.

Jumpgate generates 8-byte aligned fields for ease of configuring hardware de-

vices. One bit of the null vector is assigned to each field. String (variable-length)

fields are represented as an offset and length where the field will appear in the
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BOOL INT BIGINT DOUBLE STRING

Aggregate 0.0 70.4 13.9 82.4 67.4
Filter 0.2 94.1 6.5 6.1 18.2
Join 0.0 96.8 5.9 0.0 2.8
Projection 0.0 95.4 8.0 41.6 33.5
Shuffle 0.0 58.7 3.8 4.8 55.2

Table A.1: Percent of operations that operate on at least one field of the given
data type.

variable length section.

Schemas map from field names to types, but do not impose an ordering on

fields. Jumpgate’s NTF generation algorithm currently follows the same ordering

as given in the schema – but there is no requirement to do so. For NCAs that have

very specific output formats, such as our RMT-based aggregator, the NCA designer

specifies the NTF by hand and does not need to call generateNTF.

A.1.7 Further TPC-DS Characteristics

We present further details on TPC-DS characteristics that are relevant to the design

of future NCAs. In §3.5.3 we found that many NTFs were small enough to be

processed by NCAs that can only look at a few 100 bytes of each packet. However,

we found that ≈ 40% of NTFs included strings. Overall, future NCAs will need to

operate on fixed-length binary, string and floating point values. Figure A.6 shows

the number of strings per NTF. Table A.1 shows the field types that each operations

references. Many operations reference multiple strings and floating point values.

Doubles appear because spark-sql-perf was configured to emit doubles, but

the official TPC-DS specification is for fixed point decimal numbers. Joins operate

mainly on integers, but may need to output variable length data. Aggregations use

strings and integers as grouping keys, but mostly aggregate double values. Shuffles

use the grouping key of aggregations, which is often strings.
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{ ” k ind ” : ” Da taSource ” , ”name” : ” r e a d s a l e s ”
” f i l e p a t h ” : ” / p a t h / t o / s a l e s ” ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ i t e m i d ‘ INT , ‘ s t o r e i d ‘ INT , ‘ p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE”

} ,
{ ” k ind ” : ” F i l t e r ” , ”name” : ” f i l t e r s a l e s ” ,

” i n p u t c h a n n e l ” : ” r e a d s a l e s ” ,
” f i l t e r e x p r e s s i o n ” : ” i t e m i d == 100 ”

} ,
{ ” k ind ” : ” P r o j e c t ” , ”name” : ” p r o j e c t s a l e s ”

” i n p u t c h a n n e l ” : ” ” ,
” p r o j e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n s ” : [ ” s t o r e i d ” , ” p r i c e ” ] ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ s t o r e i d ‘ INT , ‘ p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE”

} ,

{ ” k ind ” : ” Da taSource ” , ”name” : ” r e a d s t o r e s ”
” f i l e p a t h ” : ” / p a t h / t o / s t o r e s ” ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ s t o r e i d ‘ INT , ‘ s t a t e ‘ STRING”

} ,
{ ” k ind ” : ” P r o j e c t ” , ”name” : ” p r o j e c t s t o r e s ”

” i n p u t c h a n n e l ” : ” r e a d s t o r e s ” ,
” p r o j e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n s ” : [ ” s t o r e i d ” , ” p r i c e ” ] ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ s t o r e i d ‘ INT , ‘ p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE”

} ,

{ ” k ind ” : ” J o i n ” , ”name” : ” j o i n s a l e s s t o r e s ” ,
” i n p u t c h a n n e l s ” : {

” b u i l d ” : ” p r o j e c t s t o r e s ” ,
” p robe ” : ” p r o j e c t s a l e s ”
} ,
” b u i l d k e y s ” : [ ” s t o r e i d ” ]
” p r o b e k e y s ” : [ ” s t o r e i d ” ] ,
” j o i n c o n d i t i o n ” : ” ”

} ,
{ ” k ind ” : ” P r o j e c t ” , ”name” : ” p r o j e c t j o i n ”

” i n p u t c h a n n e l ” : ” j o i n s a l e s s t o r e s ” ,
” p r o j e c t i o n e x p r e s s i o n s ” : [ ” p r i c e ” , ” s t a t e ” ] ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE, ‘ s t a t e ‘ STRING”

} ,
{ ” k ind ” : ” Aggrega t e ” , ”name” : ” agg ” ,

” i n p u t c h a n n e l s ” : ” p r o j e c t j o i n ” ,
” g r o u p k e y s ” : [ ” s t a t e ” ] ,
” g roup schema ” : ” ‘ s t a t e ‘ STRING” ,
” a g g r e g a t e e x p r e s s i o n s ” : [ ”sum ( p r i c e ) ” ] ,
” a g g r e g a t e s c h e m a ” : ” ‘ p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE” ,
” r e s u l t e x p r e s s i o n s ” : [ ” s t a t e ” , ” p r i c e ” ] ,
” schema ” : ” ‘ s t a t e ‘ STRING , ‘ t o t a l p r i c e ‘ DOUBLE”

} ,

{ ” k ind ” : ” S h u f f l e ” , ”name” : ” s h u f f l e ” ,
” i n p u t c h a n n e l s ” : ” agg ” ,
” k e y e x p r e s s i o n ” : ” s t a t e ” ,
” n u m d e s t i n a t i o n s ” : 2

}
{ ” k ind ” : ” Send ” , ”name” : ” h o s t 1 ”

” i n p u t c h a n n e l s ” : ” s h u f f l e [ 0 ] ” ,
” t r a n s p o r t ” : ”TCP” ,
” h o s t ” : [ ” 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” , 1234]

}
{ ” k ind ” : ” Send ” , ”name” : ” h o s t 2 ”

” i n p u t c h a n n e l s ” : ” s h u f f l e [ 1 ] ” ,
” t r a n s p o r t ” : ”TCP” ,
” h o s t ” : [ ” 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 2 ” , 4567]

}

Figure A.1: Actual dataflow request generated from example in Figure 3.4.
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def match_operations(operations):
# Check if operations are supported.
# This NCA supports Read operations on JSON, and can fuse

subsequent Filter and Project
matched_ops = match_operations(operations,
[Read, Filter, Project])

if matched_ops:
if matched_ops[0].format == JSON:
return matched_ops

def match_input(transport, format):
# Check if operator is able to receive data on a given transport

and a given format.
# This NCA does not receive from other NCAs, so it checks for

empty inputs.
if format is None and transport is None:
return True

def match_output(ops, transport, format):
# Check if able to send data in format/transport
project_schema = ops[2]
transport_match = transport in [TCP, UDP]
# check that the receiver accepts NTF
format_match = (format == NTF)
if format_match:
# generate the specific NTF for the output
ntf = generateNTF(project_schema)

if transport_match and format_match:
return transport_match, ntf

def match_deployment():
# declare that this NCA needs to be deployed on software, with 8

cores.
return {"type":"software", "cores":8}

Figure A.2: Operator interface API and example for the Software NCA that
matches against read-filter-project from Figure 3.2.
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def compile(operations):
# generate query specific code
join = operations[0]
project = operations[1]

code = codegen(join.expressions,
project.output_schema)

binary = compile(code)
return binary

def allocate(binary, deployment):
# start compiled operator and return the host and port it

receives data on
process = deployment.start(binary)
host = process.readline()
port = process.readline()
return (host, port)

def configure(destinations):
# send the host/ports of output destinations to the accelerator
build = destinations[0]
probe = destinations[1]
process.stdin.write(build.host)
process.stdin.write(build.port)
process.stdin.write(probe.host)
process.stdin.write(probe.port)

def execute(stage_num, done_func, stage_num):
# start sending/receiving data, and call done_func when operator

has succeeded or failed
if stage_num == 0:
process.stdin.write("execute build")

elif stage_num == 1:
process.stdin.write("execute probe")

while data = process.stdout.readline():
if data == "done":
done_func()

def destroy():
# stop and clean up operator, due to failure or completion
process.terminate()

Figure A.3: Operator Life-cycle API example for NCA3 from Figure 3.4 that
implements join and project, and communicates with the NCA over
stdin/stdout.
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def can_run(op):
# determine if an op can send and receive data during this stage
inputs_ready = all_ready(op.inputs)
if op.kind == ’join’ and op.phase == ’build’:
# joins do not send output during build
outputs_ready = True

else:
outputs_ready = all_ready(op.outputs)

if inputs_ready and outputs_ready:
return True

else:
return False

def execute(op):
# simulate execution of the operation
if op.kind == ’join’:
if op.phase == ’build’:
op.phase = ’probe’

elif op.phase == ’probe’:
op.done = True

else:
op.done = True

return op.done

def compute_stages(request):
# create a copy of the array containing the operations in this

request
remaining_operations = request.operations.copy()
stages = []
stage_num = 0
while len(remaining_operations) > 0:
for op in remaining_operators:
if can_run(op):
# remember which stages this op ran in
op.stages.append(stage_num)
if execute(op):
remaining_operations.remove(op)

stage_num += 1

Figure A.4: Staging algorithm illustrated in Python-like pseudo-code. The
staging algorithm simulates job execution to find the set of operations
that need to run concurrently.
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def generateNTF(schema):
# every NTF starts with a null vector, large enough to store 1

bit for each field
layout = [ {’kind’:’nullvector’, ’size’: 8} ]
# NTFs need a variable length section if there are strings
needs_variable_length = False
# track which null bit to use for each field
nullidx = 0
for name, type in schema:
if current_size(layout) % 8 != 0:
# insert padding if not 8-byte-aligned
pad_size = 8 - (current_size(layout) % 8)
layout.append({’kind’: ’padding’,

’size’: pad_size})

if type.variable:
# Strings (aka variable-length) fields are represented as an

offset and length that index into the variable length
section.

needs_variable_length = True
layout.append({’kind’: ’offset’,

’name’: name,
’size’: 4,
’nullidx’: nullidx})

layout.append({’kind’: ’length’,
’name’: name,
’size’: 4})

else:
# Fixed-length fields are stored verbatim in the NTF
layout.append({’kind’: ’field’,

’name’: name,
’size’: type.size,
’nullidx’: nullidx
})

nulldx += 1
# return the NTF specification
return {
’layout’: layout,
’total_size’: current_size(layout),
’needs_variable_length’: needs_variable_length

}

Figure A.5: Network Tuple Format generation algorithm illustrated in
Python-like psuedo-code.
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Figure A.6: Cumulative distribution of number of strings in each NTF with
variable length sections.
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def replace_op(op, nca, graph):
# read input formats and transport from sender
in_transports, in_formats = get_input(op, graph)
# get desired input format and transport from receiver
out_transports, out_formats = get_output(op, graph)

# check that the NCA matches this operator
input_match = nca.match_input(in_transports, in_formats)
output_spec = nca.match_output(op, out_transports, out_formats):
matched_operations = nca.match_operations(op, graph)

# check that output of this NCA would be compatible with the
receivers in the graph

output_match = graph.get_receiver(nca).match_input(output_spec)

# return failure if none of the above checks were successful
if not (input_match and output_match and matched_operations):
return None

# match found, replace operations and return new candidate graph
new_graph = graph.copy()
graph.replace(matched_operations, nca.new_instance())
return new_graph

def map_request_to_ncas(graph):
ops_to_replace = find_logical_nodes(graph)
all_NCAs = get_all_NCAs()
while len(ops_to_replace) > 0:
# pick an operation to replace
op_to_replace = ops_to_replace[0]
# track best replacement found for this operation
best_metric = None
best_graph = None
# iterate over all NCAs and check for a match
for nca in all_NCAs:
new_graph = replace_op(op_to_replace, nca, best_graph)
if new_graph:
new_graph_metric = evaluate_graph(new_graph)
if best_graph is None or best_metric > new_graph_metric:
best_graph = new_graph
best_metric = new_graph_metric

# pick best graph found to replace the given operation
graph = best_graph
# update the operations to be replaced, at least one operation

is always guaranteed to be replaced, so this will
terminate.

ops_to_replace = find_logical_nodes(graph)

Figure A.7: Jumpgate’s operation to NCA mapping algorithm illustrated in
Python-like pseudo-code. The mapping algorithm iteratively replaces
nodes in the graph, greedily picking the preferred graph so far.
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